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3000BC    2500         2000                  1500          1000

Epic of  Gilgamesh 
describes travel 
in strange worlds, 
alien creatures and 
intelligent objects 
that make decisions Homer’s epic poem, The Iliad (c.800 BC) reference to a computer, 

more specifi cally a simple robot.  The writing describes the arrival of 
Thetis at the workshop of the god Hephaistos where she fi nds him busy 
fi nishing a set of twenty wheeled tripods on which cauldrons have been 
mounted.   The mobile cauldrons are to be placed around the walls of 
the gods’ banqueting hall and will be of assistance in serving the fare.  
Of particular interest is that these devices are self-controlling (l. 376, 
“αυτοματοι”, i. e. “automatic”).  As Reck (1994, p. 343) perceptively 
translates, “they could scurry of their own accord to the gods’ 
gatherings”.

Phaistos disc from Minoan 
palace.  Produced with a 
movable type, the spiral 
represents a calendrical 
device of palace activities 
corresponding to stellar 
events

Blohm, H., S. Beer, et al. (1986). Pebbles to Computers: 
The Thread. Toronto, Oxford University Press.112

http://www.world-mysteries.com/mpl_4.htm

Stonehenge, now considered an “Eclipse 
Computer” (Hawkins).  On equinoxes and 
solitices the rising sun is perfectly placed 
between gaps in the megaliths.

4000-1200 B.C.  Records of 
commercial transactions on clay 
tablets by inhabitants of the fi rst 
known civilization in Sumer. 

Heron of 
Alexandria (200BC) 
developed complex 
mechanisms. 
These Hellenistic 
mechanisms were 
powered in many 
different ways: by 
falling water, sand, 
or mustard seeds; 
heat; atmospheric 
pressure; and in one 
case by a primitive 
steam engine.

Reck,(1994) Homer’s Iliad. New York: Icon Editions



500BC   0           500          1000                  1050

Man was created by God: “So God 
created man in his own image, 
in the image of  God he created 
him; male and female he created 
them.” (Genesis 1:27) and God 
reduced man to mortality: “for 
dust you are and to dust you 
will return.” (Genesis 3:19).  In 
contrast are man’s efforts at idol 
making, roundly ridiculed by the 
prophet Isaiah (44:9-22 c. 700-680 
BC).

Automation offered a route to the 
elimination of painful labour Crates of 
Athen, Each article of  furniture will come 
to him when he calls it. Place yourself  
here,Table! Get to work, my little kneading 
trough...

Crates of Athens, Wild Animals tr Thomas Wiedemann 1974 p 577 Thomas, K (ed) The Oxford Book of Work, Oxford Univerity Press, Oxford 616 p.   

The “Antikythera Device”  79AD 
(found in wreck in Agean Sea) when 
set according to latitude and day of 
week gives alternating lunar months 
according to Hipparchos lunar 
model.  Blohm calls a “computer” 
and notes that “much knowledge 
seems to have been lost”

Blohm, H., S. Beer, et al. (1986). Pebbles to Computers: The Thread. Toronto, Oxford University Press.112

Twenty years after 
invading England, 
William the Conquerer 
commissioned The 
Domesday book.  A 
year later the fi rst draft  
contained records for 
13,418 settlements in 
the English counties 
south of the rivers 

Ribble and Tees (the then Scottish border).   
The Domesday survey was a detailed 
statement of lands held by the king and by 
his tenants and of the resources that went 
with those land, the record being organised 

Heron’s control systems were used in 
automata to give the appearance of 
human animation:  a theatre in which 
the god Dionysius would emerge and 
spray wine from his staff while the 
Bacchants danced in his honor. 

according the heirarchical feudal 
structure. 

Incan quipu, a 
knotted string 
device.

Finger reckoning
“What difference it makes, 
if  I know your fi ngers , you 
have certainly computed” 
Cicero 106-43BC
“If  a speaker, by any 
uncertain or awkward 
movements of  the fi ngers 
differs from the accepted 
mode of  calculation, he 
is thought poorly trained”  
Quintilian 96AD

Williams, M. R. (1997). A history of computing technology. Los Alamitos, CA, IEEE Press.426 p48

“He puts aside the fi ngers of  the 
computers and orders silence, 
who says ‘It is not for you to 
know the times, which the Father 
has put in his own power” St 
Augustine (350-430AD) The City 
of  God

Venerable Bede 
(c673-735) Dark Ages 
historian and scientist, 
mainly concerned with 
the measurement of 
time and calculation of 
the calendar.

Much Greek and Roman 
knowledge was preserved 
in Byzantium. The Book of  
Knowledge of  Ingenious 
Mechanical Devices or “The 
Automata of  al-Jazari”  (800) 
describes 50 devices. 

http://www.astrolabepartners.com/the_astrolabe.htm

Astrolabes 
employed 
mathematical 
gearing - teeth and 
ratios transmitting 
information (rather 
than energy). 

Nature 444(Nov06):587-591

Aeneas (350 BC) develops hydro-
optical encoding messaging 
system. Light fl ash aligned 
with code for depth of water as 
vessels drained synchronously. 
By 150 Polybius (borrowing 
from Cleoxenus and Demcleitus) 
describes an alphabetic code

http://labit501.upct.es/ips/libros/TEHODN/ch-2-1.5.html
http://people.deas.harvard.edu/~jones/cscie129/images/history/encoding.html

Arabic numerals developed in India around 600.  Has both familiar 
numerals (but not zero) and is positional so that the actual value 
of any numeral is determined by its place in the written number 
(although backwards so 123 would have been 321). Textbooks by 
al-Khwârizmî (Bagdad, 875) translated into Latin in 12th Century: al-
Kitab al-mukhtasar fi  hisab al-jabr wa’l-muqabala (“The Compendious 
Book on Calculation by Completion and Balancing”) (hence “algebra”) 
and  Algoritmi de numero Indorum (“Al-Khwarizmi Concerning the 
Hindu Art of Reckoning”) (hence algorithm).  al-Khwârizmî introduced 
use of a point for zero. 

http://scholar.chem.nyu.edu/tekpages/arabnums.html
http://www.alshindagah.com/julaug2004/alkhawarizmi.html

When I consider what people generally want in calculating, I found 
that it always is a number. I also observed that every number is 
composed of  units, and that any number may be divided into units. 
Moreover, I found that every number which may be expressed from 
one to ten, surpasses the preceding by one unit: afterwards the 
ten is doubled or tripled just as before the units were: thus arise 

twenty, thirty, etc. until a hundred: then the hundred is 
doubled and tripled in the same manner as the units and 
the tens, up to a thousand; ... so forth to the utmost limit 
of  numeration.

Liang Ling-Tsan invented mechanical 
escapement, basis of mechanical 
clocks (725 AD)

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/domesday/

Martianus Capella academically defi ned the seven 
Liberal Arts as: grammar, dialectic, rhetoric, 
geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and music

Johannes Scotus Eriugena considers Artes Mechanicae 
on equal footing. The liberal arts derive naturally from 
the intelligence.  The mechanical arts, however, are not 
naturally innate but are derived from man’s refl ection.

Le Goff, J., Goldhammer, A. (1980) Time, work & culture in the Middle Ages



1100    1150            1200          1250        1300 
Trevisa wrote of 
compotystes in reference 
to maintaining the 
calendar

Fibonacci publishes Liber Abaci 
(The Book of  the Abacus), 
which did not deal with the 
abacus at all but was designed 
to show how the new Hindu-
Arabic numerals could be used 
for calculation.

Aspray, W., Ed. (1990). Computing before computers. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State University.

The European table abacus 
is standardized into a simple 

Abacus introduced to Asia in 
Middle Ages.  Entrenched in 
Chinese society by 1300 and 
Japanese (as soroban) by 
about 1400.

table with lines 
drawn in chalk or 
ink.  The counting 
table upon which 
transactions were 
performed becomes 
the shop counter.  
Each line ten times 
line below it (shows 
287, 452)

Ramon Lull attempts to 
demonstrate truths of 
Christanity with logic 
devices 

Medieval horloge 
in manuscript from 
Bodleian library, 
hydraulic water clock 
with latin text describes 
miracle of King Hezekiah

Bruton, E. (1979). The history of clocks and 
watches. NY, Cresent Books.288  p23

Su Sung’s hydraulic 
clock tower system 
maintained a 
nationalized time in 
medieval China.

Finger reckoning still widely 
practiced.

http://www.domesdaybook.co.uk/story.html

Religons inspired or supplemented by 
concrete images or  “icons” (from Greek 
εκών, eikon, “image”).  

http://www.auburn.edu/academic/liberal_arts/foreign/russian/
icons/redeemer-novgorod.html

The seven liberal arts 
Hortus deliciarum of 
Herrad von Landsberg

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Septem-artes-liberales_Herrad-von-
Landsberg_Hortus-deliciarum_1180.jpg

Dominicus 
Gundissalinus considers 
the Artes Mechanicae 
as applied geometry



1350    1400           1450           1500         1550 

The gunner’s 
quadrant (Nicolo 
Tartaglia La nova 
scienta inventa 1537)

Williams, M. R. and E. Tomash (2003). “The sector: its history, scales and 
uses.” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing(Jan): 34-47.

Leonardo da Vinci, the 
drawing formed part of 
his body of work known 
as Madrid Codex I, lost 
after his death and 
rediscovered in 1967.  It 
shows a geared addition/
multiplication system.   
He also appeared to be 
working on the mechanics 
of automation.

Hans Bullmann constructs the fi rst real android in human 
form that has been recorded. Starting in 1525 the Nuremberg 
workshops produced several moving fi gures, some of which 
played musical instruments.

Pratt, V. (1986). Thinking machines: the evolution of artifi -
cial intelligence. Oxford, Basil Blackwell.254

Rochester, J. B. and J. Gantz (1983). The Naked Computer. London, 
Arlington Books.355 p24

Henni de Vick develops 
geared wheel with 
increments of equal 
duration from a weight: 
escapement, the basic 
principle of clockwork

Portable clock runs 
on coiled spring. The 
advance is based on 
Jacob Zech’s funce to 
keep pressure equal

With increasing demand 
for shipping and as equator 
then Cape of Good Hope 
are conquered, traditional 
navigation techniques push 
maths to limit and there is 
heavy demand for navigation 
tables

Large scale clocks 
become ornate 
artforms (Strasbourg 
Cathedral)

 A fusion of the technologies 
of paper, oil-based ink and 
the wine-press enables 
Gutenburg to implement 
movable type and hence the 
rapid dissemination of books. 

Gallileo (also Hood) 
develops sector, 
gives proportions, a 
calculating device (cf 
drawing)

The fi rst widely used printed 
book on arithmetic in the 
English language. This book, 
by Robert Recorde, was in print 
from 1542 right up to the start 
of the 1700s. It clearly shows 
that abacus arithmetic was 
being taught to school children 
throughout this period, also 
that arabic numbering is now 
accepted.

Renaissance 
counting-house, 
wood engraving 
by Jost Amman 
and Hans Sachs 
Book of  Trades 
1585.

http://www.hnf.de/museum/buero_en.htmlSuma de Arthimetica Geometria of Pacioli of Venice in Williams, M. R. (1997). A history of com-
puting technology. Los Alamitos, CA, IEEE Press.426 p49

Montpellier installs 
a clock with 
ringing jacks.  The 
redundant watchman 
is the fi rst case of a 
man being displaced 
by an automaton.

Bruton, E. (1979). The history of clocks and watches. NY, Cresent Books.288 p31, 
38, 47

The clock becomes 
associated with 
wisdom (of 
Solomon). This 
is “The clock of 
wisdom” by Jehan de 
Souhande Velin.

Salisbury Cathedral 
clock with foliot 
operation 1386

The Goddess 
Attemperance 
has a hand in the 
mechanics of this 
iron chamber clock 
from a 1454 French 
manuscript.

Bruton, E. (1979). The history 
of clocks and watches. NY, 
Cresent Books.288 p59, 60

The Ambassadors painter 
Hans Holbein the Younger 
also designed clocks, this 
one for Henry VIII, made 
after Holbein died of the 
plague.

Watches, pomander or 
“nurenburg eggs” this by 
Jacques de la Gardes of Blois

http://www.uelectric.com/pastimes/automata.htm



1600         1610          1620           1630        1640 

Napier devises 
logarithms which 
alow multiplication 
and division to 
be reduced to 
addition and 
subtraction.

 Rene Descartes, The Discourse on Method and Metaphysical Meditations, 
trans. G. B. Rawlings (London: Walter Scott, 1901), pp.32-35, 60-61. (http://
www.historyguide.org/intellect/descartes.html)

...remarking that this truth, I think, therefore I am 
[cogito ergo sum], was so fi rm and so assured 
that all the most extravagant suppositions of  
the sceptics were unable to shake it, I judged 
that I could unhesitatingly accept it as the fi rst 
principle of  the philosophy I was seeking. 
Descartes

Wilhelm Schickard 
developed a gear 
train calculator.  The 
‘calculating clock’ 
incorporated a set of 
Napier’s bones with a 
carrying mechanism to 
add up partial products 
to completely automate 
multiplication.

Blaise Pascal 
created 
about 50 gear 
driven adding 
machines: 
the Pascaline 
or “Pascal’s 
Box”

A massive increase 
in ship building 
took “a great deal 
of the time’s most 
brilliant intellectual 
endeavour”

Pratt, V. (1986). Thinking machines: the evolution of artifi cial 
intelligence. Oxford, Basil Blackwell. p30

John Napier uses numbered sticks (Napier’s bones) 
for calculating.  Based on Gelosia multiplication 
the bones spread rapidily. Some attempted to 
mechanise the bones (Schott’s unsuccessful 
version). 

Henry Briggs (Prof of Geometry) 
popularised logarithms, primarily 
as tools for calculation in 
navigation.
Napier, lord of  Markinston, hath set my 
head and hands at work with his new and 
admirable logarithms. I hope to see him this 
summer, if  it please God; for I never saw a 
book which pleased me better, and made 
me more wonder.

Briggs changed the base of the 
logarithms to 0 to make them 
easier to use.  He published 
the tables of all the logs of 1 to 
20,000 and 90,000 to 100,000 
all to 14 decimal places with an 
error rate of only 0.04%.
Within 20 years logarithms were 
commonplace in all schoolrooms.

Aspray, W., Ed. (1990). Computing before computers. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State 
University. p27

Edmund Gunter developed 
Line of Numbers to aid adding 
logs by engraving logs on a 
piece of wood (2 feet long) 
and using dividers to add.

Oughtred was the bane of his bishop, being the 
subject of several complaints that he was a pitiful 
preacher because he never studied anything other than 
mathematics. Despite developing aids for calculation, 
Oughtred refused to publise them, under the impression 
that these “playthings” were not suitable for the true 
mathematician

William Oughtred used two 
pieces of wood so as to 
dispense with the dividers.  
He also developed a Circle of 
Proportion.

Schickard wrote to Kepler saying that 
what you have done in alogistical way (i.e., by 
calculation), I have just tried to do by mechanics. I have 
constructed a machine consisting of  eleven complete 
and six incomplete (actually “mutilated”) sprocket 
wheels which can calculate. You would burst out 
laughing if  you were present to see how it carries by 
itself  from one column of  tens to the next or borrows 
from them during subtraction.

IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 23(1) Schnickard Calculator, 2001

Bizzarie di Varie Figure 
Giovanni Battista Bracelli



1650    1660    1670          1680         1690 
Mathematician using 
a sector to perform a 
calculation (from D.Henrion, 
L’ usage du compass de 
proportion, Paris 1681)

Williams, M. R. and E. Tomash (2003). “The sector: its history, scales and uses.” IEEE Annals 
of the History of Computing(Jan): 34-47.

Pratt (1986). p50

Gottfried Leibniz 
contributes to both 
theory and application 
of calculation,
 “Stepped Reckoner” 
uses a stepped 
cylindrical gear for 
multiplication, also 
has a moving carriage.
Contributions to 
development of logic: 
striving for clarity 

Pascal employs a weighted 
pin mechanism (rather than 
driving carries through the 
gears themselves).  Ingenious 
but delicate and prone to 
errors.

Samuel Morland produces a 
mechanical calculator that 
can add and subtract.  The 
dials are duodecimal (12 
pence in shilling, 240 pence in 
pound, 20 shillings on dial)

Diarist Samuel Pepys 
describes Morland’s 
calculator as:
“very pretty, but not very 
useful”

Pepys, S. (1668) Entry for 16th March, Latham, R. and Math-
ews, W. (eds) Diary of Samuel Pepys,  cited in Pratt (1986) p56

through unity 1 representing 
God and zero, the void.  Also, 
representation of concepts, 
development of a universal 
language: lingua characteristica

Pratt describes Leibniz’s 
contribution as “mechanising 
thought...reducing argument 
to a set of uncontroversial 
procedures and embodying 
these proceedures in a 
mechanical reasonor”.  
Unfortunately though, he 
didn’t apply binary logic back 
to arithmetic.

Leibnez:
“ I t  i s  unwor thy  o f  
excellent men to lose 
hours like slaves in the 
labour of  calculation 
which could safely be 
relegated to anyone else 
if  machines were used” 

Rochester, J. B. and J. Gantz (1983). The Naked 
Computer. London, Arlington Books.355 p48

Descartes proved that thinking is the essence 
of what it means to be human.  His human being 
as a “thinking thing” stands distinct from the 
“mechanical matter” that constitutes everything 
else in the world. Even animals, lacking the 
capacity to think the cogito, must be merely 
machine-like material beings. 

Robert Hooke describes an 
encoding scheme in a lecture 
“On showing a Way How to 
Communicate One’s Mind”

Those great efforts of  intellect, 
upon which the mind sometimes 
touches, are such that it cannot 
maintain itself  there. It only 
leaps to them, not as upon a 
throne, forever, but merely for 
an instant.  
Pascal

Kircher’s Musurgia 
Universalis harmony of 
music refl ects proportions 
of the universe. Also water-
powered automatic organs 
and notations of birdsong.

http://special.lib.gla.ac.uk/exhibns/month/nov2002.html



1700    1710           1720          1730                 1740 

Frenchman Jacques de Vaucanson produced three astonishing 
automata.  A mechanical fl ute player with bellows and regulation 
of air, tonguing, together with lip and fi nger movement governed 
by a system of levers actuated by studs on a rotating drum.  A 
boy played a three-holed pipe with one hand, and a drum with the 
other.  And, to great acclaim, a mechanical duck, exploring both 
the biomechanical and mimicking the bird’s digestive system.  As 
well as fl apping its wings, the duck could stretch out its neck 
take grain from a viewer’s hand and swallow.  The next step, 
digestion, was achieving by dissolving the grain in an artifi cial 
stomach, from where it passed through fl exible rubber tubing to 
be excreted. 
Each of Vaucanson’s creations was mounted on a pedestal which 
contained a weight to drive the rotating drum that controlled 
the automaton itself.  The pedestal, aside from its utilitarian 
considerations, undoubtedly served as an exaltation of the 
automaton and the advancing technology that it heralded.

Descates’ view of thinking was taken further in 1747 
by Julien Offray de la Mettrie who openly proposed 
the “man-machine” humans, including their thinking 
comprised no more than a highly complex system of 
biological cogs and wheels and camshafts. 

image: http://history.acusd.edu/gen/recording/precursors.html

Jacob Leupold uses the 
Pascalian adder wheel but 
with varying number of 
teeth to carry.

In Gulliver’s 
Travels Johnathan 
Swift describes a 
machine that will 
automatically write 
books

Henry Mill granted patent for
“..by his great study, pains and 
expense, lately invented and 
bought to perfection an artifi cial 
machine or method for the 
impressing or transcribing of  
letters, singly or progressively 
one after the other, as in writing, 
whereby all writings whatsoever 
may be engrossed on paper or 
parchment so neat and exact 
as not to be distinguished from 
print .. the impression bing 
deeper and more lasting than 
any other writing, and not to be 
erased or counterfeited without 
manifest discovery”. 

Originial frontipiece, original plate V (from http://www.jaffebros.com/lee/gulliver) and J. J. Grandville’s diagram (1894) (from 
http://kevinmclachlen.5u.com/gulliver/laputa.html).   Johnson, M., Kitagaki, .M. and Williams, P. (1977) Gulliver’s Travels and 
Japan, describe how parts of GT, including the automatic writing machine are based upon the observations on Japan by 
Engelbert Kaempfer, indeed Kaempfer presents a similar diagram.  The question arises as to whether such a machine did , 
in fact, exist?

“the grand Academy 
of  Lagado...emptyed 
the whole Vocabulary. 
.  .  and made the 
strictest Computation 
of  the general Proportion there is 
in Books between the Numbers of  
Particles, Nouns, and Verbs, and other 
Parts of  Speech” 

John Harrison’s 
sea-going 
timekeeper, H1.

Basile Bouchon used a perforated paper 
loop in a loom to establish the pattern to 
be reproduced on clot. In 1726 co-worker 
Jean-Baptiste Falcon improved the design by 
using perforated paper cards attached to one 
another.  Continuing the Lyon developments, 

http://www.csudh.edu/oliver/sabrep/sabrep.htm http://www.cvmt.com/metiersUS.htm



Earnshaw’s Marine 
chronometer 
245 - the peak of 
development

1750    1760           1770          1780                 1790 

Ormsby-Lennon, H. (2002). Man and Automata: The Dream of Mechanical Life. Weekly Standard. 008.http://www.
weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/Articles/000/000/002/022nitkr.asp

 Standage, T “The Turk: The Life and Times of the Famous Eighteenth-Century Chess-Playing Machine,”  

From 1770 until 1838 the “Turk”, a 
chess playing autonomon toured  
Europe and America.   Dressed in a 
turban and long robes, it beat many of 
the chess masters of the day.   
Kempelen’s contraption was, of 
course, a hoax.  

The Jaquet-Droz Writer 
could be ‘programmed’ with 
40 symbols by manipulating 
the eccentricity of the 
cams.

Watt’s Steam 
governor 
created the 
possibility 
of self 
controlling 
systems

James Watt 
manufactured 
Soho Slide Rule

Benjamin Franklin 
experiments with 
electricity

Many people 
working on 
versions of 
calculating 
machines.   

de Prony navigation tables calculated by complex system of 
independent human computers and with equations reduced to 
addition. The tables were designed with “such accuracy that 
they should form a momument of calculation, the most vast and 
imposing that had ever been executed, or even conceived”  but 
still many problems, the published tables contained more than 
1000 acknowledged errata.
Pratt (p82) argues however that existing calculating machines 
“would have had little to contribute to an operation designed 
along the lines of de Prony’s project”

Philipp-Matthaus Hahn 12 digit 
calculating machines and Mahon 
(later Earl of Stanhope) multiplying 
calculator.  Both used stepped 
cylinders.  

  

J.H. Meuller designs 
a “difference engine” 
but cannot fi nd funds 
to build it.  

employed by the French government to help modernise 
the weaving industry.  He saw the potential for a 
transforming the traditional workshops to become 
a huge automaton.  However, despite his elaborate 
plans to transform manufacturing methods and work 
practices,  his scheme was abandoned when the silk 
workers of Lyons objected to losing their traditional 
skills and becoming labour on a production line “mere 
drudges”.   After riots on the streets, Vaucanson was 
forced to abandon the project and fl ee.

Having built machines that could 
mimic respiration and digestion, 
Vaucanson made no secret of 
his dream of building an artifi cial 
man.  He hoped it would be 
possible to use it
 “to perform experiments on 
animal functions, and thence to 
gather inductions to know the 
different states of  health of  men 
so as to remedy their ills.” 
In 1741 Vaucanson, was 

 Standage, T .(2002) Monster in a box. Wired 10.03 March  http://www.wired.
com/wired/archive/10.03/turk_pr.html

Harrison’s H4

James Cook navigates the Pacifi c 
with Larcum Kendall’s copy of 
Harrison’s H4.  
“Mr Kendall’s watch has answered all 
our expectations...our never failing 
guide, the Watch”

Bruton, p97

Luigi Galvani reasoned that  
electricity was the cause of 
the muscle contractions.

The Turk’s debut occurred at the start of the industrial 
revolution, as the relationship between men and machines 
was being redefi ned; it was a time when new technology 
seemed to offer boundless possibilities, in 1783 the 
Montgolfi er brothers fl ew, why not a thinking, chess-
playing machine? 

Claude Chappe 
invents optical 
tachygraphe

John Robertson added the sliding  
cursor or indicator to the slide 
rule.



1800          1805          1810          1815                 1820 

Maillardet’s Writing and 
Drawing fi gure, ca. 1815
Unerring is my hand thought small
may I not add with truth.
I do my best to please you all
Encourage then my youth.

http://www.uelectric.com/pastimes/drawer.htm

In 1801 Joesph-Marie Jacquard perfected a control 
mechanism others had worked on for 100 years.  
The punched cards held both the data (the weaving 
pattern) and the instructions as to how to use it.  By 
1812 there are 11,000 Jacquard looms in France 
alone.
The loom may be seen in computing terms as binary 
logic, fi xed program and real time.

Mary Wollstonecraft 
Shelley Frankenstein: 
the Modern Prometheus.   
In Greek mythology 
Prometheus created man 
and endowed him with 
reason.

Thomas de Colmar’s 
Arithmometer (stepped 
cylinder) fi rst commercial 
success.  Still in production in 
1926

As automated weaving looms 
were being introduced to 
England’s textile factories, 
Ned Ludd, an outspoken 
campaigner for the retention 
of traditional methods, 
mobilised his ‘Army of 
Redressers’, or ‘Luddites’ 
to break into Nottingham 
factories at night to destroy 
the new machines.  An 
anonymous painting of the 

Watchmaker A.-L. Bruget 
developed “pendules 
sympathiques” sophisticated 
automaton that nightly 
corrected time on watches, 
and, over a period calculated 
loss or gain and adjusted the 
watch’s regulator. 

Bruton, E. (1979). The history of clocks and watches. 
NY, Cresent Books.288 p233

First battery or 
“voltaic pile”, 
alternating stack of 
zinc and copper or 
silver discs soaked 
in brine discs. 
Alessandro Voltaper.

http://historia.et.tudelft.nl/wggesch/geschiedenis/electricity/

Drawing the Retorts at the Great 
Gas Light Establishment, Brick 
Lane shows men at the alter of 
the machine, which by now has 
a great many control systems.

Frontispiece of One Thousand Experiments in 
Chemistry, 1821.  Sir Richard Philips 

Richard Brinsley Peake’s 1823 stage adaptation Presump-
tion, or the Fate 
of Frankenstein 
http://www.serialsquadron.com/stage/frankenstein/history.
htm

A full-dressed ecclesiastic is a sort of  go-cart of  divinity; an ethical automaton. 
A clerical prig is, in general, a very dangerous as well as contemptible character. 
The utmost that those who thus habitually confound their opinions and sentiments 
with the outside coverings of  their bodies can aspire to, is a negative and neutral 
character, like wax-work fi gures, where the dress is done as much to the life 
as the man, and where both are respectable pieces of  pasteboard, or harmless 
compositions of  fl eecy hosiery. Hazlitt 

period shows the violence and depth of feeling 
against the new innovation.  Under cover of 
darkness, angry men armed with pitchforks and 
sickles hurl broken pieces of machinery into the 
fl ames. Weekly wages dropped fom 27s to 8s.

http://history.enotes.com/

Despite being “inanimate, accursed 
automaton” Nathanael falls for Olimpia in  
Hoffman’s Der Sandmann, her mechanical 
nature is betrayed by her lifeless eyes. 



1825    1830    1835          1840          1845 

Aspray, W., Ed. (1990). Computing before computers. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State University. p31, p110

James Fenimore Cooper: Novelists explore 
idea that not only humans may possess 
intelligence “The Monikins” (monkey 
society near the North Pole) 
Dr. Reasono, am I to understand that the 
manikin family seriously entertain a position 
so extravagant as this: that monkey is a 
creature more intellectual and more highly 
civilized than man?”

Charles Babbage also knew the Turk was a 
hoax, however, unlike Willis, his experience 
with the Turk led him to the opposite 
conclusion about machine intelligence.  In 
1821, shortly after playing two games against 
the Turk, Babbage sketched out his fi rst plans 
for such an automaton that could perform 
mathematical operations.

Standage, T. (2002). Monster in a Box. Wired. 10.http://www.wired.
com/wired/archive/10.03/turk_pr.html

Starobin, C. (1991). The Monikins. James Fenimore Cooper: His Country and 
His Art (No. 8). G. A. Test. Papers from the 1991 Conference, State Univer-
sity of New York College — Oneonta and Cooperstown: 108-123.

“However great and surprising the powers 
of  mechanism may be...the movements 
which spring from it are necessarily limited 
and uniform. It cannot usurp and exercise 
the faculties of  mind.” 
Robert Willis in his expose of the Turk

Kidwell, P. A. and P. E. Ceruzzi (1994). Landmarks in 
Digital Computing. Washington, Smithsonian Institu-
tion Press.148

Faraday: generator,  Henry: 
switching relay,  Morse: 
telegraphy
Peacock: Treatise on Algebra 
formalised symbols a+b=b+a

Charles Babbage designed a difference 
engine.  Babbage was concerned with 
producing accurate tables. Performing 
the necessary calculations is only half of 
the problem. The other half is to transfer 
the calculated results to the printed 
page, which, if done manually and 
with the movable type of the day, was 
another great source of error. Babbage, 
therefore, proposed that the Difference 
Engine should be made to prepare 
mechanically the type or plates needed 
for printing.

Babbage and Herschel became exasperated at 
errors in proofreading a set of tables prepared 
for astronomical calculations . Babbage:
 “I wish to God these calculations had been 
executed by steam.” 
Herschel’s reply:
“It is quite possible,”

Countess Lovelace, Augusta Ada Bryon 
translates Menabrea’s description of the 
Analytical Engine.  Her own work describes a 
“science of operations”, a universal language 
describing the relationship between any two 
things.  Although she didn’t get to implement 
her ideas on the AE, she is considered the fi rst 
programmer outlining data analysis, looping and 
memory addressing.

Lovelace saw great possibilities 
beyond maths for the Analytical 
Engine:
“algebraic patterns just as the 
Jacquard loom weaves fl owers and 
leaves”
“the engine might compose 
elaborate and scientifi c pieces of  
music of  any degree of  complexity 
or extent”. 

Pratt, V. (1986). Thinking machines: the evolution 
of artifi cial intelligence. Oxford, Basil Blackwell. 
p123

Lovelace and Menabrea enthusiasms 
do not reach to the ability to replicate 
the human brain’s capacity for 
original thought:
“Thus, although it (the engine) is 
not itself  the being that refl ects.  It 
may yet be considered as the being 
that executes the conceptions of  
intelligence”

While James Carter’s 
Carding, Drawing, and 
roving, placed the new 
machines in a good 
light, others (August 
Hervieu, Thomas 
Onwhyn) clearly saw 
otherwise. 

William Austin Burt 
develops typewriter

But it is found that the machine unmans the 
user. What he gains in making cloth, he loses in 
general power. There should be a temperance 
in making cloth, as well as in eating.
Emerson

Emil du Bois-Reymond discovers 
nerve action potential

The British Journal for the History of Science (2003), 36 : 261-300 Cambridge University Press



1850    1855          1860          1865                 1870 

Jevon logical 
piano, applied 
Boolean logic

Anon (1859). “The Automaton Chess Player.” The 
Living Age 784(3)(62): 585-592.

Babbage 
Analysis 
Engine
The difference 
engine “eating 
its own tail”, sign 
wheel device George and Edward Scheutz 

developed a Difference Engine, 
using Babbage’s idea but 
different mechanical principles.  
It was shown in London (where 
Babbage was very impressed) 
and the US.  The original was 
used in astronomical work, a 
UK copy for production of life 
expectancy tables.

Augustus De Morgan described the slide rule for 
the popular press:
“for a few shillings most persons might put into 
their pockets some hundred times as much power 
of  calculation as they have in their heads”.

George Boole’s Laws of  
Thought described binary 
logic: are, not, and (and) or.  
Algebraic expressions as 
statements about classes of 
things 

Surgeon Alfred Smee describes 
‘electro-biology’ - electrical basis 
of nerves giving rational thought. 
Relational Machine (folding fl aps 
representing properties) and 
Differential Machine (two RM’s 
with interface to compare ideas 
and judgements).  
“when the vast extent of  a 
machine sufficiently large to 
include all words and sequences 
is considered... it would cover 
an area exceeding probably all 
London, and the very attempt to 
move its respective parts upon 
each other, would inevitably cause 
its own destruction”.

Remington in 1874 (developed by 
Christopher Sholes and Carlos Glidden 
in 1868)

Recreations of a philosopher, Harpur’s New 
Monthly Magazine 20(175)

James Clark 
Maxwell 
describes 
Watt’s 
steam 
governer as 
(negative) 
feedback 
mechanism.

Cash register, Ritty 
brothers, Sold to Patterson, 
formed National Cash 
Register

Williams, M. R. (1997). A history of computing technology. Los 
Alamitos, CA, IEEE Press.426 p184

http://www.typewritermuseum.org/
http://www.auction-team.de/english/index.htm
http://www.angelfi re.com/games/SBChess/automaton.html

The Hansen Writing Ball (1865 
Denmark) originally designed 
to help the deaf and dumb with 
a ball-shaped arrangement of 
keys to allow touch-typing. 

Automata remain in 
the public’s interest:  
E.S. Ellis’ fi ctitious 
“Steam Man of the 
Prairies” 

Bouten’s engraving 
of the 
The Turk Butler’s Erewhon “The Book of the 

Machines” raises possibility of machines 
developing consciousness:
there is probably no known machine which is 
more than a prototype of  future mechanical 
life...As yet the machines receive their 
impressions through the agency of  man’s 

senses......a day will come when those ears will be no longer 
needed, and the hearing will be done by the delicacy of  the 
machine’s own construction?—when its language shall have 
been developed from the cry of  animals to a speech as intricate 
as our own?

gave power of variables and operations 
and conditional branching, could be 
programmed, could organise itself (and the 
fl ow of information), had a store, controller 
(‘barrell’) and CPU (‘mill’)

(the Analytical 
Engine) weaves 
alegebraic 
patterns just as 
as the Jacquard 
loom weaves 
fl owers and 
leaves. Lovelace



1875    1880    1885          1890    1895 
Edward Page 
Mitchell’s story “The 
Tachypomp”, tells of 
computerized boost 
to human intelligence 
where a struggling 
math student who 
loves the professor’s 
daughter must 
discover infi nite 
speed to win her 
hand in marriage

Mitchell, E. P. (1874). “The Tachypomp.” Scribner’s 
Monthly 7(5): 587-595.

In 1898, a new aspect of 
technology entered the world 
of Science Fiction when H.G. 
Wells published the epic War 
of  the Worlds. This introduced 
the idea of a technology 
from outer space – one that 
humans could never hope to 
understand or compete with.

“a glittering metallic framework 
[... ] and very delicately made”

Well’s Time Machine, the Time 
Traveller constructs a machine 
to travel in the fourth dimension.

Simon Wells The Time Machine 2002

Brunsviga calculating machine, 
20,000 produced between 1892 and 
1912, manufactured until 1970s

Otto Steiger’s 
Millionaire

Burroughs develops a 
key driven (and reliable) 
mechanical adding and listing 
machine: “Accuracy is truth 
fi led to a sharp point”

Electrical Engineer (Nov 
1891) describing Hollerith’s 
machine:
“This apparatus works as 
unerringly as the mills of  the 
gods, but beats them hollow 
as to speed”

Herman Hollerith applied 
Jacquard punched card to 
census tabulating machine.  
Counting the 62 million 
people with 2 billion holes 
took “only two years”.   

Bashe, C. J., L. R. Johnson, et al. (1986). IBM’s Early Computers. Cambridge, 
Mass., MIT Press.717

Karl Marx refers 
to Babbage’s 
machines in Das 
Kapital.

19th century bibligraphic images from Cornell University Library Making of 
America http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/moa

John Venn’s Symbolic Logic 
presented technique for diagramming 
logical arguments, described a logical 
diagramming machine, and discussed 
the general purposes and possibilities 
of logic machines.

Allen Marquand’s 
logic machine for 
syllogisms of four 
propositions

Actuaries offi ce at Aetna Life Insurance 1890, note arithmometer in: Kidwell, P. A. and P. E. Ceruzzi (1994). 
Landmarks in Digital Computing. Washington, Smithsonian Institution Press. p31

William Thompson (later Lord 
Kelvin) analogue harmonic 
synthesiser for tide prediction.
Kelvin 
realised his 
systems 
could be 
applied more 
generally 
with the 
feedback of 
integration 
to 
differential 
equations of any order, but was 
unable to build it.  He also proposed 
a method for the solution of 
simultaneous equations.
Kelvin is credited with 
demonstrating that it is possible for 
machines to be programmed to solve 
a variety of mathematical problems.

Kurzweil, R. (1999). The age of spiritual machines: when computers 
exceed human intelligence. NY, Penguin.388 

Dor Felt develops key driven 
machine.  The Comptometer 
stays in prodcution until the 
1970s.

Frank Baldwin 
(US) and 
Willgodt Odhner 
(Sweden) 
independently 
improve 
Leibniz drum 
approach with 
variable-tooth 
gear.  Both get 
patents.

Century Magazine Oct 1890

The Turk is 
destroyed 
in a fi re but 
replaced by 
Hopper’s Ajeeb

Telegraph wires, Brown NY

http://www.nih.gov/news/NIH-Record/09_18_2001/story03.htm
Marvin, C. (1988) When old technologies were new. OUP

In Villiers de l’Isle Adam 
L’Eve Nouvelle (Future), 
Edison creates artifi cial 
woman given life through 
electricity, popularises 
term android.

“The Electric 
Light”

Louis Poyet’s 
inventor

http://homepage.univie.ac.at/manuel.chemineau/LNDEFIN.html

Marconi wireless 
telegraph message 
are you ready? 



1900    1901          1902          1903         1904 

Marconi ‘coherer’ 
diode

Hollerith automatic sorter 
“integrating tabulator” for NY 
Central Railroad and 1900 census
Column card (allowed storage of 
data in several adjacent columns) 
and key punch

John A. Flemming 
Rectifying diode (vacuum), 
current can only pass in 
one direction

Nikola Tesla 
electrical logic 
gates

US Census Offi ce 
formed, develops own 
machines, Hollerith 
(Tabulating Machine 
Company) has to look for 
commercial outlets

Hollerith 
automatic feed 
six times quicker 
than a hand fed 
tabulator

Blickensderfer 
Electric typewriter

Nikola Tesla held 700 
patents involving electricity 
(including in 1888 fi rst AC 
motor) and the teleautomaton 
(an autonomous aquatic 
missile), but his real legacy 
was public excitement the 
new power. 

http://www.teslasociety.com/
http://www.robertlomas.com/Books/tesla.html

Perew (of Tonawanda NY) demonstrates an electrically 
operated mechnical man.  
 The Frankenstein of  Tonawanda has brought into existance 
a thing of  wood, rubber, and metals, which walks, talks, 
runs, jumps, rolls its eyes - imitating to a nicety almost 
every action of  the original on which it is founded. All that 
is lacking is the essential spirit - the Promethean fi re, as 
it were - which would enable one to say to the automatic 
creature, “Thou art a man”.  

W.B. Northrop was published in Strand Magazine quoted in 
http://www.bigredhair.com/automaton/index.html

In a series of books including “Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz” L. Frank Baum 
wrote about mechanical beings.  Nick Chopper’s enchanted axe cut off a part of 
Nick’s body until a tinsmith Klip replaced each severed body part creating the 
Tin Man.  While  Tin Man lacked a heart and therefore could not love, Scarecrow 
lacked a brain and therefore could not think:
“It must be inconvenient to be made of  fl esh,” said the Scarecrow thoughtfully, 
“for you must sleep, and eat and drink. However, you have brains, and it is worth 
a lot of  bother to be able to think properly.” ...
While I was in love I was the happiest man on earth; but no one can love who has 
not a heart, and so I am resolved to ask Oz to give me one. If  he does, I will go 
back to the Munchkin maiden and marry her.”
Both Dorothy and the Scarecrow had been greatly interested in the story of  the 
Tin Woodman, and now they knew why he was so anxious to get a new heart.
“All the same,” said the Scarecrow, “I shall ask for brains instead of  a heart; for 
a fool would not know what to do with a heart if  he had one.”
“I shall take the heart,” returned the Tin Woodman; “for brains do not make one 
happy, and happiness is the best thing in the world.”

Dorothy did not say anything, for she was puzzled to know which of  her two friends 
was right, and she decided if  she could only get back to Kansas and Aunt Em, it 
did not matter so much whether the Woodman had no brains and the Scarecrow 
no heart, or each got what he wanted. (WoO chp5)

http://www.theautomat.net/

German built by Quisiana Company, Horn & 
Hardart opened waiterless restaurant, the 
Automat

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Automat.jpg



1905    1906           1907          1908          1909 
E. M. Forster’s short 
novel “The Machine 
Stops” science fi ctional 
account about humanity 
living hive-like in vast  
city, isolated their entire 
lives (except single brief 
sexual encounter for 
procreation), one person 
per cell/apartment, 
communicating by 
videoscreens, fed through 
tubes.  The whole 
civilization brought is to 
ruin by a meteor strike.

http://www.magicdragon.com/UltimateSF/timeline1910.html

When Vashti swerved away from the sunbeams 
with a cry, she behaved barbarically - she put 
out her hand to steady her. 
‘How dare you!’ exclaimed the passenger. 
‘You forget yourself!’ 
The woman was confused, and apologized for 
not having let her fall. People never touched 
one another. The custom had become 
obsolete, owing to the Machine. 

In 1908, Ambrose Bierce 
explored artifi cial 
intelligence with his 
novel “Moxon’s Master”. 
Just as some machines 
had taken jobs from 
people, could they 
not also take their 
independence? 
“Are you serious?—do you really 
believe a machine thinks?”

“Automaton” comedies were popular in 
early cinema usually involving out of 
control mechanical men. 
The Mechanical Statue and the Ingenious 
Servant (1907, dir. Stuart J. Blackman), 
The Rubber Man (1909, dir. Sigmund Lubin),
Dr. Smith’s Automaton (1910). 

http://128.174.194.59/cybercinema/
http://www.umich.edu/~umfandsf/fi lm/fi lms/frankenstein.html

Hollerith tabulators 
redesigned for 
accounting market: 
- plugboards used for 
setup
- standardises card 
(same size as dollar 
bill so as to use money 
handling infrastructure)
- automatic feed, 
reading while card in 
motion

Lee De Forest 
Triode, Vacuum 
tube could adjust 
and amplify 
signals...a switch

Swinton describes 
electron scanning, 
basis for cathode ray 
tube

7,804 Burroughs 
machines sold this year

Tabulating 
Machine 
Company has 
30 customers 
(railroads, 
utilities, 
manufacturers)

British Tabulating 
Machine Company 
(BTM) exclusive right to 
manufacture and supply 
Hollerith machines in 
Britain and Empire

Integrating tabulator and 
vertical sorter used in 
sales analysis application 
by Marshell Field

http://www.davidsarnoff.org/rcatechtv.htm
http://www.sff.net/people/DoyleMacdonald/l_moxon.htm

Shelley’s Frankenstein released as 
a silent movie

Gernsback founds Modern 
Electronics and the Wireless 
Association of  America

Percy Ludgate (an Irish 
accountant) independently 
designs a mechanical 
analytical engine, Consists 
of store, arithmetic unit and 
sequencing mechanism.

Ludgate store by Riches (1973) in Randell (1980)
http://www.cs.ncl.ac.uk/research/pubs/articles/pa-
pers/398.pdf



1910    1911         1912          1913                 1914 
The fi rst Ford Model T was 
rolled off of the assembly 
line. The semi-automated 
production line had become 
a reality. Manovich (2001) 
argues:
 “the separation of  
production process into 
sets of  simple, repetitive 
and sequential processes...
the same principle made 
computer programming 
possible”

Bragaglia and 
Bragaglia. 
The prolonged 
exposure of 
hands actuating 
the keys on a 
typewriter here, 
underscore the 

http://www.futurism.org.uk/futurism.htm

Wyndham Lewis 
believed that 
man could only 
rise above the 
beasts by classical 
detachment and 
control, and he 
followed Goethe 
in distinguishing 
between ‘natures’ 
(the natural men 
who achieved 
this) and the vast 
majority of people 

http://www.fl uxeuropa.com/wyndhamlewis-art_and_ideas.htm

Torres y Quevedo 
chess playing 
automaton (king 
against king and 
rook)

Hollerith mergers 
result in Calculating, 
Tabulating and 
Recording Co C-T-R James Powers key punch 

used in 1910 census, also 
used printing counter in 
tabulator. 

Powers forms Powers 
Accounting Machine 
Company 

who were inevitably puppets or 
automata.  Here Lewis depicted Timon 
as a snapping puppet. 

Thomas J. Watson joins 
CTR, establishes research 
department to compete 
with Powers
CTR products: gang 
punch, manually 
operated card punch, 
vertical sorter and 
adding tabulator (with 5 
accumulators)

Acounting and Tabulating 
Machine Corporation of 
Great Britain formed to 
market Powers machines

Deutsche Hollerith 
Maschinen Gesellschaft 
(Dehomag) formed 

The Julius totalisator 
with its automatic odds 
machine is considered 
the earliest on-line, real-
time, data processing and 
computation system (at 
Ellerslie, Auckland)

http://www.dyna.co.za/cars/ford-history.htm

Manovich, L. (2001) The language of New Media, MIT Press, Cam-
bridge Mass 354p

http://www-1.ibm.com/ibm/history/history/year_1914.
html

movement, speed and activity 
necessary for successful 
typewriting.  The actions 
of keystroke entry and 
character impact printing, so 
fundamental to computing, 
have their origins in the 
humble typewriter.  Likewise, 
artistic representations of 
electronic technologies are 
foreshadowed in images such 
as these.



1915    1916    1917          1918    1919 

CTR printing tabulator Type 
1

Powers printing tabulator

CTR group control system 
on cards, automatic control 
detected change in group 
number

W.H. Eccles and F.W. Jordan 
join two triodes together 
so that has a stable state, 
“trigger circuits” the one-
stroke relay or “fl ip fl op”

Punched-card offi ce of the Retail 
Hardware Mutual Fire Insurance 
Company, Minneapolis, circa 
1920. Key punch on the table at 
left, the vertical sorter at center 
rear, and the tabulator at the 
right of the room.

Aspray, W., Ed. (1990). Computing before computers. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State University. p145 
Yates J. (1993) Co-evolution and Continuities http://ccs.mit.edu/papers/CCSWP153.html

As large-scale business became more and more 
the norm, the use of the machines became quite 
widespread, so that by 1913 a journalist was able to 
report:
“the system is used in factories of  all sorts, in steel mills, 
by insurance companies, by electric light and traction 
and telephone companies, by wholesale merchandise 
establishments and department stores, by textile mills, 
automobile companies, numerous railroads, municipalities 
and state governments. It is used for compiling labor 
costs, effi ciency records, distribution of  sales, internal 
requisitions for supplies and materials, production 
statistics, day and piece work.  It is used for analyzing risks 
in life, fi re and casualty insurance, for plant expenditures 
and sales of  service, by public service corporations, 
for distributing sales and cost fi gures as to salesmen, 
department, customer, location, commodity, method of  
sale, and in numerous other ways. The cards, besides 
furnishing the basis for regular current reports, provide also 
for all special reports and make it possible to obtain them 
in a mere fraction of  the time otherwise required”

Grosz’s Republican 
Automaton

Marcel Duchamp uses 
machine as metaphor 
for sexual activity

http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/grosz.html

Hewitt-Sperry Automatic 
Airplane (N-9)  and Curtis-Sperry 
Flying Bomb. Gyroscope-based 
autopilot: gyroscope, attitude 
indicator and magnetic compass 
to hydraulically operated rudder, 
elevator, and ailerons.



1920            1921          1922         1923                 1924 
DOMAIN: Well, anyone who’s looked into anatomy will have seen at once that man is too 
complicated and that a good engineer could make him more simply. So young Rossum began to 
overhaul anatomy and tried to see what could be left out or simplifi ed
...
DOMAIN: The process must be the simplest, and the product must be the  best from a practical 
point of  view. What sort of  worker do you think is the best from a practical point of  view?
HELENA: The best? Perhaps the one who is most honest and hard- working.
DOMAIN: No, the cheapest. The one whose needs are the smallest. Young Rossum invented a 
worker with the minimum amount of  requirements.  He had to simplify him. He rejected everything 
that did not contribute directly to the progress of  work. He rejected everything that makes man 
more expensive. In fact, he rejected man and made the Robot.  My dear Miss Glory, the Robots are 
not people. Mechanically they are more perfect than we are, they have an enormously developed 
intelligence, but they have no soul. Have you ever seen what a Robot looks like inside?
HELENA: Good gracious, no!
DOMAIN: Very neat, very simple. Really a beautiful piece of  work.

Raoul Hausmann’s Tatlin at Home 
portrays a machine simulating 
the workings of the human 
brain. A joke against the Russian 
Constructivist founder (Tatlin) but 
does not show the man himself, 
rather comments on the Futurist 
infatuation with the motorcar 
and speed and on the mechanical 
calculation within the artist’s brain.

CTR electric key punch 
and automatic card 
sorting, 400 cards per 
minute Powers alphabetic 

tabulator and keypunch. 
Letters of alphabet 
encoded in single 

Watson renames C-T-
R as IBM International 
Business Machines, 
promotes “Think” 
slogan

column. 
Followed 
by IBM 

Capek’s play, Rossum’s Universal Robots, 
was hugely successful, playing in many 
leading theatres.   Drawing from his native 
Czech, in which robota means ‘drudgery’ 
or ‘servitude’ and robotnik means 
‘peasant’ or ‘serf’, Capek coined the 
universally recognised word, ‘robot’.  



1925    1926    1927          1928    1929  

Fritz Lang released his 
landmark movie, Metropolis, 
which forecasted a future 
Utopian society where the 
common man was relegated 
to working the machines that 
controlled the city. These 
machines were depicted as 
great clocks with handles that 
constantly had to be moved 
by hand, whilst superheated 
steam belched capriciously 
from random locations, 

often scalding or even killing 
workers. These machines of the 
future had enslaved the worker. 
Meanwhile, above all of this, 
an elite social class cavorted 
and played croquet, blissfully 
unaware of the plight of those 
toiling beneath the city. Perhaps 
the most intriguing aspect of 
this was the Robot creation 
of a mad scientist, which was 
intended to be the perfect being 
to replace humans. 

Lawton, B. (2001) The history of the future of technology BIT CS106 Project Otago Polytechnic

Powers 
acquired by 
Remington 
Rand

IBM 80 column slotted 
card Remington Rand 90 

column card (double 
punch 45 column)

1 million Burroughs sold

IBM signed numbers by 
‘row 11’ or ‘x punch’ gives 
a ‘complement operation’ 
(subtraction).  

Bryce (IBM) extends 
X punch beyond 
subtraction
“more data processing tasks 
could be done in one pass of  a 
card fi le”

Vladimir Zworykin: 
cathode ray tube

W.J. Eckert 
“on the market 
some reliable desk 
calculators, printing 
adding machines...
however, a large part of  
professional computing 
was done without these 
machines.  The use of  
logarithms and other 
tables in the hands of  a 
professional computer 
was very effective”  

Eckert, W.J. (1963) Early Computers, IBM Research 
News p7, in Bashe, C. J., L. R. Johnson, et al. 
(1986). IBM’s Early Computers. Cambridge, Mass., 
MIT Press. p22

Eckert, W.J. (1963) Early Computers, IBM Research 
News p7, in Bashe, C. J., L. R. Johnson, et al. 
(1986). IBM’s Early Computers. Cambridge, Mass., 
MIT Press. p22

L.J. Comrie on application of 
Hollerith machines in England
“T he mechanical  methods 
that have been applied to 
certain portions of  the work 
have eliminated much fatigue, 
increased tenfold the speed with 
which results can be obtained, 
and reduced the cost to one-
quarter of  its former amount”

David Hilbert 
Entscheidungsproblem 
(Decision Problem) 
asks is logic complete? 
Is there a test as 
to whether a given 
proposition was valid?

IBM reproducing punch, 
duplication and reformatting 
of decks of cards

Vickers antiaircraft guns, 
analog computers.  The 
operator had thirty seconds to 
locate the aircraft, set up the 
calculation and start fi ring, and 
then continuously update fi ring 
data to the guns.  The ballistic 
data was held on drums, disc 

Aspray 191

ATT: Planning high-speed business 
“the operator connects the call “while 
you are still on the line”

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/ads/natgeo-1928/index.htm 

German Scherbius develops  
encrypytion device that could 
raise each letter to 150,000,0
00,000,000,000,000, virtually 
impossible to decrypt. 5 
rotors: one fi xed entry/exit 

http://pan.net/history/enigma/enigma2.htm

rotor to connect the keyboard to the 
machine, three moving rotors to perform the 
encryption/decryption and one stationary 
rotor to refl ect the electrical signals back 
through the three moving rotors and the 
entry/exit rotor to the display panel which 
displayed the encrypted/decrypted letters. 
The device is named the Enigma and used 
in German armed forces.  By 1927 the 
Polish Cipher Bureau was working to defeat 
the code.

John Logie Baird 
demonstrates “televisor”.

and ball mechanisms 
worked as integrators, and 
gyroscopes fed positional 
information. 

http://www.bairdtelevision.com/

John Logie Baird demonstrates 
“Phonovision” (video recording)

Dziga Vertov’s man with movie camera



1930    1931         1932          1933                 1934 

Diego Rivera’s giant frescos with the theme of 
America’s industrial might.   Commissioned by 
Edsel Ford in the gallery of the Detroit Institute 
of Arts. 

Vannevar Bush builds 
Differential Analyser (proposed 
by Kelvin), shafts moved around 
according to equation. Several 
versions of these analogue 
machines produced.

IBM 405 alphabetic electric 
accounting machine, three 
levels of control, replaceable 
plugboard, paper feed output, 
subtraction, 150 cpm for 
totalling.  Series 400 stays in 
production until 1967.

Comrie uses punched card 
machines in study of motion 
of moon

W.J. Eckert (following Comrie’s 
lead) uses punched cards for 
scientifi c work, establishes 
Scientifi c Computing Bureau at 
Columbia University

IBM removable control boards 
could be “wired offl ine”

Synchronised machines 
described whereby 
machines with different 
functions are joined 
together by electric 
relays operating 
electromagnetic lever 
controls

Loius Couffi gnal describes 
the capacity of synchronised 
machines to
“perform very diverse and 
often complicated accounting 
operations with great ease”

Pratt, V. (1986). Thinking machines: the evolution of artifi cial intelligence. 
Oxford, Basil Blackwell. p174

The 1933 German Census used IBM Dehomag. 
Sorting tabulators were used to identify those 
of Jewish descent : column 22 was for religion 
(1 protestant, 2 catholic, 3 Jew  -400,000) 
Column 23 for nationailty (10 for Polish). The 
fi rst cross sort identifi ed the Easter Jews.  
Combined with a law for “simplifi cation of the 
health system” (effectively giving a eugenic 
profi le), the “workbook” (details of every 
employee) and trawling through registries and 
church records back to 1800, Hitler was able, 
in 1935, to decree 2 million people to be Jews 
and descibe a “fi nal solution”.  
“Hollerith alone possessed the technology 
to effi ciently provide the answers the NAZI 
raceologists craved”
“The dawn of  the Information Age began at the 
sunset of  human decency” 

Black, E. (2001). IBM and the Holocaust, Little, 
Brown.520  p 55, 104 and 116

Dehomag poster 
“See everything 
with Hollerith 
Puchcards”

Dehomag D11 tabulation machine 
used for counting punched data cards. 
This machine was of the type used 
to process the German census in the 
1930s.  Similar machines ran transport, 
education and manufacturing: “Hitler’s 
Germany began achieving undreamed 
of effi ciencies”

“...began discussing the mechanical and 
monotonous work imposed by mass production. 
There was no putting back the clock they 
said...The only thing to do now was to keep 
on cutting down the hours of  this monotonous 
employment, Which meant much more leisure 
said one of  them, and that meant that this 
leisure would have to be organised...The danger 
is, of  course, that this robot employment will 
alternate with robot leisure, passive amusement 
as standardised and impersonal as the tasks at 
the machines”         Priestley

Priestley, J. B. (1934). English Journeyhttp://www.getty.edu/art/collections/objects/o51826.
html

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy’s Light 
Space Modulator a kinetic 
scuplture intended as a 
celebration of the machine 

Polish Enigma-
doubling 
with the 
Cyclometer 

http://pan.net/history/enigma/enigma2.htm

http://ed-thelen.org/comp-hist/TheCompMusRep/TCMR-V04.html

Photoelectric Number Sieve, 
Derrick Henry Lehmer performs 
300,000 tests per minute 
using 30 holed gears arranged 
tangentially, a solution is found 
when light, passes through 
all 30 wheels.  Developed to 
fi nd solutions to problems 
such as: Find a value of x for 
which  91894770302976x2 
+ 287722528867021824x + 
56527596541064768  is a 
perfect square. 

IBM multiplying punch 
became 601 electric 
multiplier

http://blog.modernmechanix.com/ Modern Mechanix 
6-1933

Abbott’s Periodometer determines twenty-three 
cyclic variations in the Sun’s energy output

http://blog.modernmechanix.com/

http://paleo-future.blogspot.com/2007/05/gigantic-robots-to-fi ght-our-battles.html

“Gigantic 
Robots, 
Controlled 
by Wireless, 
to Fight Our 
Battles”



1935    1936           1937          1938          1939 

Complex number 
calculator Stibitz 
(Bell Labs) Relays do the 
work (cf Aitken’s transfer), 
instead of counters uses 2 
states...binary (“Model K” 
as built on Kitchen table).

Differential 
Analyser in 
meccano by 
Douglas Hartree

Benjamin 
Burack 
electrical 
logic 
machine

Alan Turing On 
Computable 
Numbers
Numbers (and 
functions) can 
be calculated 
in a mechanical 

Comrie establishes 
Scientifi c Computing 
Services in England

Howard Aiken proposes Automatic Sequence Controlled 
Calculator (ASCC or Harvard Mark 1), a complex of machines 
arranged in a network with numbers passed around by relays in 
preset sequence (no conditional branching).  Relays controlled 
time accumulators clutched to a centrally rotating barrel.

fashion be a well defi ned 
algorithm that requires no 
human intervention.  Described 
a theoretical machine 
(now Turing or Universal 
machine) that could simulate 
other machines, gave fi rst 
theoretical description of 
stored program computer

Comrie describes the 
proposed ASCC as 
“Babbage’s dream come 
true”

Bashe, C. J., L. R. Johnson, et al. (1986). IBM’s 
Early Computers. Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press. 
p21

Konrad Zuse develops 
electromechanical 
automatic calculator (Z1) 
using thin metal sheets 
to help in calculations of 
aircraft stress testing

Claude Shannon:  
Relay and 
switching circuits 
can be expressed 
in logical 
symbolism:
true    closed
false  open
and  serial
or (inclusive) parallel

Konrad Zuse builds Z1 and Z2 
electromechanical automatic 
calculators with relays

Polish Bomba reduces Enigma 
to 17,576 letter possibilities

MIT works on electronic 
digital computers but 
mothball over concerns of 
“reliability of  electronic 
equipment”

Pratt 154

Moore’s School (at Penn U) 
build differential analyser, 
also have lab of 200 human 
computers to prepare artillery 
range tables

Moore School works for 
Ballistics Research Lab, the 
200 human computers can 
calculate trajectories for a 
weapon in three hours, using 
the differential analyser, this 
is reduced to twenty minutes.

Stern, N. (1981). From ENIAC to UNIVAC: An appraisal 
of the Eckert-Mauchly Computers, Digital Press.286

Kemeny, J.G. (1955) “Man viewed as a machine” in Computers and Computation, 
Readings from Scientifi c American, Freeman and Company, SF.: 206-213

Think — an IBM employee and customer 
magazine that features articles on such 
wide-ranging topics as education, science, 
art, and international relations.

http://www-1.ibm.com/ibm/history/history/year_1935.html
http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part3a.htm

“I started in 1934, working 
independently and without 
k n o w l e d g e  o f  o t h e r 
developments going on 
around me. In fact, I hadn’t 
even heard of  Charles 
Babbage when I embarked 
on my work”.  Konrad Zuse

http://www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/
Mathematicians/Zuse.html

Stored numbers 
on capacitors, 
regenerative 
memory. Small 
model built with 
Clifford Berry.

John Atanasoff devises 
principles for electronic-digital 
computer using triodes

http://blog.modernmechanix.com/2006/01/17/pedro-the-fi rst-ma-
chine-that-really-talks/Modern Mechanix 1-1936

“Your Wings” http://www.pantonov.com

Lester del Rey’s 
“Helen O’Loy” 
a robot so like 
a person she 
falls in love and 
becomes her 
creator’s ideal 
wife.

http://paleo-future.blogspot.com/2007/02/alls-fair-at-fair-1938.html

All’s Fair at the Fair 
in a world fi lled 
with helpful robots

Donald Duck’s 
Marvellous 
Inventions

http://paleo-future.blogspot.com/2007/02/donald-
ducks-modern-inventions-1937.html



1940    1941         1942                 1943         1944 

Goulart, R. (1991). Over 50 years of american comic books. Lincolnwood Illinois, Publica-
tions International.320

The comic book heroes defended the American way, including 
against autonomous robots, but “super-brain” intelligence was 
still a human characteristic

Stern, N. (1981). From ENIAC to UNIVAC: An appraisal 
of the Eckert-Mauchly Computers, Digital Press.286

Norbert Wiener (and Art Rosenbleuth) work on the study of 
control mechanisms (cybernetics from Greek kybernetike - art of 
steersmanship)

IBM develops an integrator 
using a fl ip-fl op ring, the 
Vacuum Tube Multiplier

Mauchley memo proposes 
a high speed vacuum tube 
computer, the “electronic 
diff. analyser”  (diff. 
intentional abiguity to play 
to hand of V Bush)

Army ordinance 
department gives 
contract to Moore’s 
school to build Electronic 
Numerical Integrator and 
Computer

Colossus at Bletchley Park, 2500 
switching valves looking for patterns 
in German code, but decryption 
programme hard-wired

7/8/44 NY Herald Tribune 
describes ASCC as a 
“super-brain”

Stibitz demonstrates remote, multiple 
access controlling Complex Number 
Computer via telephone line and teletype

Aiken’s Mark 1 ASCC completed

EDVAC started as improvement 
to ENIAC to give internal 
program control

First operational computer 
“Robinson”, electromechanical 
relays decode fi rst generation 
Enigma

http://www-1.ibm.com/ibm/history/history/year_1943.
html

Zuse’s Z3 was the fi rst reliable, 
freely programmable, working 
computer in the world based 
on a binary fl oating-point 
number and switching system. 
Programs were punched on 
recycled motion picture fi lm.

http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part4c.htm

Zuse Apparatebau formed with vision to
 “use computers to release the spirits of humans 
from the stupid task of calculations”.

http://ed-thelen.org/comp-hist/TheCompMusRep/TCMR-V03.html

Under command of Gen Marshall mobile 
machine records units established to 
facilitate statistical control of armies in 
the theaters of operations, , each complete 
and self-contained. 

MRU staffs often tried to break the monotony of 
their daily routines. When high-ranking offi cers made 
inspections, inventive operators assembled “trick” card 
decks. Syncopated sorting was done by dumping cards 
into pockets in unison, sorting forward and backward in 
sweeping rhythms, and dumping alternately into odd and 
even pockets in cadence. Tabulators could be made to play 
“music” by printing sets of characters that approximated 
musical “notes.” It was no match for the U. S. Rifl e Drill 
Teams, but it was interesting, fun, and it inspired creativity

http://www.pattonhq.com/ibm.html

Helmut Hoelzer develops analogue 
guidance system for Germany’s V2 
missiles. Simulates with analog 
Mischgerät (“mixing computer”).



1945                  1946                     1947 

Asimov I Robot explored the tension between man 
and machine. The formula used in most of the 
stories is essentially a study in ethics that arise 
from the application of the three robotic laws:
1—A robot may not injure a human being, or, through 
inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.
2—A robot must obey the orders given it by human 
beings except where such orders would confl ict 
with the First Law.
3—A robot must protect its own existence as long 
as such protection does not confl ict with the First 
or Second Law.

Arthur C Clarke 
described 
his concept 
of a repeater 
communication 
station located 
at an altitude of 
35,880 kilometres 
above the Earth.

Arthur C Clarke Radio World magazine for October 1945, 

ENIAC completed by Eckert 
and Mauchley
Electronic computer running on 
valves (triodes in fl ip-fl op ring 
counters), three classic components 
(CPU, storage, I/O devices)
Is decimal but still big step from 
analog step by step processing.
Is 1000 times faster than Mark 1.

ASCC reported to be working 
well
“experience has shown that 
the calculator will  operate 
approximately 90 percent of  
the time without failure, on one 
occasion has run for as long as 
four weeks without interruption.  
The calculator is far more nearly 
infallible that the personnel in 
charge of  its operation”

Bashe, p 24

John van Neumann in report on EDVAC 
describes stored program concept

IBM 603 electronic calculator 
designed as a “transitional 
machine”, the processing 
was electronic but all else 
electromechanical

IBM in the death camps
“Column 34 was labelled “Reason 
for departure” Code 2 simply 
meant transferred to another 
camp for continuing labour.  
Natural death was coded 3.  
Execution was coded 4. Suicide 
coded 5.  The ominous code 6 
designated “special handling” the 
term commonly understood as 
extermination, either in a special 
gas chamber, by hanging, or by 
gunshot”.   

IBM plan “super computer” 
(sequence calculator) 

Turing proposal for Automatic 
Computing Engine

von Nuemann proposes Institute for 
Advanced Studies Computer

Aiken develops  Harvard Mark 2 
Sequence Controlled Calculator

Vannevar Bush publishes 
“As we may think” 
“a memex is a device in which 
an individual stores all his 
books, records, and 
communications, and 
which is mechanized so 
that it may be consulted 
with exceeding speed and 
fl exibility. It is an enlarged 
intimate supplement to 
his memory” 

MIT’s Project Whirlwind began during WW2 
as an analogue fl ight simulator 

William Shockley (Bell Labs) 
develops experimental transistor

At least seven groups developing 
electronic stored program 
computers

Northrop Aviation joined IBM machines 
together in “Betsy” a “poor man’s ENIAC”

Rudolf Cheim Belsen 1945  Papers of Rudolf 
Marin cheim, Joodsche Raad Voor Amsterdam 
p26 cited in  Black, E. (2001). IBM and the 
Holocaust, Little, Brown.520 p21

IBM ASCC was built for aesthetics
“large scale calculators in operation 
are beauti ful  instruments to 
observe” 

To pay for development 
of Z4 in post war 
Germany, Zuse makes 
and sells woodcuts for  
American troops

Cmdr. Aiken and Lt. 
Hopper with parts of the 
difference engine being 
toured by Babbage’s 
grandson; Christian 
Science Monitor

http://americanhistory.si.edu/archives/d8324.htm

von Nuemann using 
fl ow charting to 
structure programs



1948                  1949                                   1950 

Superman Fights the Super-
Brain, and, unlike 1941, this 
time it is a computer (#60)

Orwell’s 1984 Big 
Brother vision of 
humans existing to 
serve technology, 
although the 
computer is notably 
absent.
Ubiquitous 
telescreen not only 
transmits Party 
propaganda, but 
also is capable of 

Maniac developed from Los 
Almos atom bomb calculation 
effort

receiving images and sounds 
for monitoring the individual.
“There was of  course no way of  
knowing whether you were being 
watched at any given moment.”  
Another exception relates 
to the three ‘orifi ces’ in the 
walls of Winston’s workplace 
cubicle, one of which holds the 
so-called ‘speakwrite’, a voice-

recognition device which 
returns the spoken word 
in printed form.  The other 
two apertures are terminals 
for paper-based message 
distribution and waste 
disposal systems. 

M.H. Newman’s “Baby” or Manchester 
Automatic Digital Machine Mark 1 fi rst 
experimental stored program computer

http://www.inc.com/magazine/19950915/2624.html

NZer Bill Phillips demonstrated the Moniac, a 
hydraulic computer at the London School of 
Economics. A physical representation of his 
mathematical model of the economy. 

Turing describes a test for 
machine intelligence (now 
Turing Test)

IBM 604 electronic 
punch, pluggable 
circuit design, 
produced in a 
cleanroom

Claude Shannon 
publishes “A 
Mathematical 
Theory of  
Communication”

The SSEC was placed downtown and 
clearly visible to the street, giving a 
generation an image of 
“wall sized panels covered with lights, 
meters, dials and vaguely associated 
reels of  tape”
The machine operated non-profi t, 
Watson dedicated it
“to the use of  scientists throughout the 
world”
SSEC was used for much science, 
including the acurate positioning of the 
moon.  Two weeks later though, Watson 
urged a refocus on business:
“a machine of  the same type, with reduced 
capacity, to meet the requirements of  the 
ordinary businesses we serve...(the SSEC 
is)...only the prologue”

Bashe p73

IBM 407, last signifi cant 
electromechanical 
accounting machine

IBM’s showpiece 
Selective Sequence 
Electronic Calculator 
(SSEC) uses both 
electronics and relays

Jay Forrester and Ken Olsen’s 
(MIT) Whirlwind, now electronic, 
could perform operations in 
parallel, ability to work in “real 

Punch’s version of the 
Moniac

Edmund Berkey publishes “Giant Brains: 
Machines that can Think”

Eckert and Mauchley produce the airbourne 
BINIAC for Northrop (but never fl ew), the fi rst 
digital computer with stored program in US, 
has redundancy

John von Neumann’s Institute of Advanced 
Studies Machine (JOHNNIAC) has stored program, 
large electronic memory, large programs and 
data operating at speed, is electronic, binary, 
uses boolean logic and has a single processor 
“It (JOHNNIAC) has acted as a prototype for the 
great bulk of  machines built since”

IBM CPC Card-programmed-
electronic calculator 
(based on Betsy), 700 sold

Pratt p171

Maurice Wilkes EDSAC (Electronic 
Delayed Storage Automatic Computer) 

(Can machines think? - yes) Every 
human thought provided it could be 
suitably expressed in language could 
be mimicked by universal machine 
if suitably programmed.   The 
brain is a sophisticated device for 
controlling the organisms function 
(including behaviour), the Universal 
Machine is logically equivalent.

time” ...could 
now perform 
real jobs (eg 
fl ight control) 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Relics/jpegs/edsac99.16.jpghttp://www.epemag.com/zuse/part6b.htm

We CAN Control the Weather! 
The electronic computer 
makes it possible, says Dr. 
Zworykin, scientist

Mechanix Illustrated 1-1948 http://blog.modernmecha-
nix.com/

Hopper’s fi rst “bug” a 
moth on a relay



Computer advertised in Electronic 
Engineering
384 multiplications per second 
Ferranti are now in a position to discuss 
future applications of  these machines

http://www.electricstuff.co.uk/oldadverts.html

        1951                          1952            

Anon (2003). UNIVAC used to predict the 1952 Elec-
tion.http://www.cedmagic.com/history/univac-cronkite.
html

Robert Wise’s 
The Day the 
Earth Stood 
Still, shows the  
advanced nature 
of the computer 
by outward 
simplicity.    
Klaatu has come 
to save the earth 
from imminent 

destruction.  In order to prove his credibility 
Klaatu, with the aid of his computer causes 
all the world’s machinery to grind to a halt for 
a half-hour period.  Keyboards are collections 
of short transparent acrylic sticks over which 
Klaatu waves a hand.  The main input device is a 
large circular screen with voice recognition.  

Grey Walter’s tortoises 1952 
Festival of Britain 

Vickers 
Simulator, 
mechanical 
analogue

Mauchley’s Short Order 
Code, fi rst high level 
programming language

Turing’s ACE 
completed

Remington-Rand deliver 
UNIVAC to Census Bureau.  
The fi rst general purpose 
electronic digital computer 
designed for commercial 
use.

Seven small magnetic 
drum computers 
on market, Watson 
recognises IBM facing 
“complete obselence”

John von Neumann’s IAS 
bit-parallel machine is 
completed in June for 
the Institute of Advanced 
Studies at Princeton, New 
Jersey.

Maurice Wilkes originates 
the concept of micro-
programming, a technique 
providing an orderley 
approach to designing a 
computer system’s control 
section.

Of the development in the 
1940’s and 50s, Pratt (1987 
p177) writes:
“In the face of  the enormous 
developmental effort ... we 
need to remind ourselves of  
the awesomely simple root 
object of  it all: to add, subtract, 
multiply and divide more quickly  

David Wheeler, Maurice 
Wilkes, and Standley Gill 
introduce subprograms and 
the “Wheeler jump” as a 
means to implement them.

Betty Holberton creates 
a sort-merge generator, 
a predecessor of the 
compiler.

Grace Murray Hopper 
develops A-0, the fi rst 
compiler.

The IBM 
701 - the 
Defense 
Calculator, 
IBM’s fi rst 
production-
line 
electronic 

The Institute of Radio Engineers 
initiates the Transactions of 
the I.R.E. Electronics Group 
on Electronic Computers, 
a predecessor to the IEEE 
Transactions on Computers.

Bashe p99Shannon, C.E. (1950) “A chess playing machine” in Computers and 
Computation, Readings from Scientifi c American, Freeman and 
Company, SF.: 104-107

...   The aim 
has been to 
fi nd faster 
and faster 
switches  ...  
Part of  the 
fascination 
of  the 
modern 
machine is 
the utter 
simplicity 
of  its basic 
principles”

“Inevitable advantage of  man 
over the machine”

http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part7a.htm

Zuse’s Z4 operational
 “the rattling of  the relays of  the Z4 was the 
only interesting thing in Zürich’s nightlife”
“the machine’s power was 1000 operations per 
hour....thus, 100 000 operations and 64 places 
of  memory were the boundary conditions 
that were set... it seems hard to grasp that 
useful work of  any kind could be done with 
the Z4. And yet, at that time, at least on the 
European continent, there was no mathematical 
institute which had access to computing power 
comparable to ours”. 

http://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/701/701_intro.
html

Mauchley and Eckert’s UNIVAC 
was used as a gimmick in election 
coverage.  Democrat Stevenson 
led opinion polls and UNIVAC’s of a 
prediction Eisenhower landslide was 
initially not believed by Walter Cronkite 

digital computer. Sold as 12 
separate units yet installation 
and shakedown take “only 
17 days”, performs 17,000 
operations per second.

Artzybasheff 
“Cybernetics” for Esquire
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Artzybasheff’s  
Punch and Sorter 
in “540” for Time’s 
subscription 
service.

http://www.dvq.com/ads/time_life_540.pdf



                 1954                 1955 
Dahl’s “The Great Automatic Grammatizator” .   A ‘great 
automatic computing engine’ is created, which is seen as a 
great breakthrough, and reported as such in the press; 
“...For practical purposes, there is no limit to what it can 
do...”.   
Our computer scientist hero, Knipe is struck with the 
“delicious idea” of building a machine that can write short 
stories. He realises 
“That English grammar is governed by rules that are almost 
mathematical in their strictness”
The fi rst story produced is gibberish, and the machine is 
‘de-bugged’ in four days. This time, the machine produces 

Dahl, R. (1953). The Great Automatic Grammatizator. in  Someone Like You, Knopf, 
review from http://www.dur.ac.uk/malcolm.munro/fi ction/sr.htm.

Electronics Magazine April 1953 in Ceruzzi, P. E. (1998). A history of modern computing. Boston, 
Massachusetts Institute of Tecnology.398

On November 17th 1951, the J. Lyons company 
began weekly operation of a bakery valuations 
job on a computer called LEO (Lyons Electronic 
Offi ce). This was the fi rst business application 
to go live on a stored program computer (a 
commercial version of EDSAC):
“J. Lyons did not plan to go into the computer 
business. They were fi rst and foremost a catering 
company, proud to be in the vanguard of  organisation 
and methods. In 1947 they had a vision that their 
ambitious effi ciency goals might be realised by 
electronic means. Since no suitable computer was 
available they set out to build their own, and had 
to invent, from scratch, the disciplines of  systems 
analysis and programming. Such was their success 
that other businesses asked them for help and so 
they were drawn into the computer business. But 
LEO’s staff  never forgot that the technology was 
merely a means to an end, and that the primary 
objective was to improve business effi ciency” Kenneth Olson uses Jay 

Forrester’s ferrite-core 
memory to build the Memory 
Test computer.

The IBM 650, known as the 
Magnetic Drum Calculator, 
debuts and becomes the fi rst 
mass-produced computer.

John Bacchus develops 
FORTRAN, a scientifi c 
computer language.

IBM transistor 
calculator

Uniprinter developed 
by Earl Masterson, 600 
lines per minute

McCarthy coins (for 
conference title) 
Artifi cial Intelligence

“Perhaps the most 
radical idea which 
business is being 
asked to accept 
is the idea that a 
reel of  tape can 
safely be used to 
carry information...
the adequacy of  
tape...has not yet 
been demonstrated”

Chairman Metropolitan Life in  Bashe 
p177

Minsky Neural Net, a structured approach to computer learning, 
departure from cybernetic movement approach of random 
structure and examining  organisation (learning)

Burroughs releases UDEC 
(Unitised Digital Electronic 
Computer), the modular 
buildings blocks mean the 
“UDEC may never become 
obselete”

IBM’s 702 Tape 
Processing Machine 
2 brings the abstract 
concept of “fi les” as 
has tape not cards for 
storage. 

Bashe p176

Grace Hopper developing basis 
for programming languages:
“It was all so obvious, why start 
from scratch with every single 
program you write.  Develop one 
that would do a lot of  the basic 
work over and over for you”

19th 701 prepares daily weather 
forecasts

IBM spends $20 million on 
vacuum tube super computer 
“Stretch”.  Is obselete before 
completed.  Did coin “byte” 
(Werner Buchholz)

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/ads/ibm-50s/fi ngers/index.htm

http://www.library.upenn.edu/exhibits/rbm/mauchly/img/11pamph.jpg

http://ed-thelen.org/comp-hist/TheCompMusRep/TCMR-V21.html

http://www.kzwp.com/lyons/leo.htm
Pratt p200

“In the future, a telephone number 
will be given at birth to every baby 
in the world. It will be his for life. 
When he wants to call anyone, no 
matter where, he 
will merely push 
the buttons on his 
Lilliputian phone. 
If  he does not see 
or hear him, he will 
know his friend is 
dead”

words but no punctuation or spaces 
(“Fewpeopleyetknowthata...”). This fault 
takes another few days to fi x, and then the 
machine starts to produce saleable stories. 
The stories are sold through an agency 
which Knipe sets up. Of course, none of the 
magazines which buy the stories know that 
they are produced by a machine, and within 
a year the machine is producing 
most of the written word.

http://blog.modernmechanix.com/ Mechanix Illustrated 
9-1956
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Reproduction of Artzybasheff’s  
“540” for Social Security now 
includes “The Brain”

http://www.ssa.gov/history/ssa/yourss55.html



     1956                       1957            
Powered by 
kryptonite, the 
humanoid robot 
Metallo fought 
both Superman 
and Superboy

“The Feeling of Power’’ 
by Isaac Asimov 
develops a futuristic 
society in which 
computers are relied on 
for computation to such 
an extent that no one 
knows how to perform 
arithmetic.  Technician 
Myron Aub discovers 
how to do mathematics 
without a computer, the 
lost art of Graphitics.

 

MANIAC 1’s chess program played 
three games in the mid fi fties. The 
fi rst was against itself (White won), 
the second against a strong player 
who spotted it a queen. The game 
lasted ten hours and the master won. 
Finally it played against a complete 
novice. The program won the game 
in 23 moves. It was the fi rst time a 
human had lost to a computer in a 
game of intellectual skill.

George C. Devol 
applied for a US-
Patent for the 
‘Programmed Hand 
Over of Articles’, the 
industrial robot

First “thinking 
program”, Newell, 
Shaw and Simon’s 
logic theorist could 
derive laws of logic.

Newell, Shaw and Simon’s 
develop IPL-II, fi rst artifi cial 
intelligence language

Sputnik 4th October 
RAMAC the fi rst 
magnetic hard disk 
for data storage
 (IBM Alan Shugart) 
24 inches diameter, 
5 million characters, 
part of IBM 305

 “Over 180 girls a year pass through the 
Liverpool school for Comptometer operators 
run by Felt & Tarrant Ltd. Course normally lasts 
three months, but there is a shorter course, 
provided free, which covers three weeks and 
deals with one specific application of  the 
Comptometer”.

Offi ce Technology 1955 http://www.vintagecalculators.com/html/comptometer.html

Atomic clock developed by Louis 
Essen and J.V.L Parry

Russell A Kirsch and his colleagues 
at the National Bureau of standards 
recorded visual information on a 
raster grid and displayed via an 
oscilloscope Illiac (Johniac clone) used for the 

experiments in composition, produced 
“Illiac Suite”
“music produced by the computer 
resembles the composition of  some 
extreme modern composers”

Hiller, L.A. (1959) “Computer Music” Scientifi c American Dec 
1959  in Computers and Computation, Readings from Scientifi c 
American, Freeman and Company, SF.: 113-122

Kemeny, J.G. (1955) “Man viewed as a machine” in Computers and Computation, Readings 
from Scientifi c American, Freeman and Company, SF.: 206-213

Man viewed as a machine
“We are often presented with Utopias in which all the hard work 
is done by machines and we merely push buttons. This may sound 
like a lazy dream of  heaven, but actually man is even lazier than 
that.  He is no sooner presented with this Utopia, that he asks, 
‘Couldn’t I build a machine to push the buttons?’”

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/ads/univac-50s/stand-
alone/index.htmhttp://www.ntp-time-server.com/atomic-clock/atomic-clock.htm

http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~history/SylvaniaUnivac.GIF

Silicon crystal 
growth and 
manipulation 
(William Shockley 
and Victor Jones)

http://people.deas.harvard.edu/~jones/shockley/fi rst_crystal.html

To date 46 Univacs and 46 IBM 
701s have sold.

“CSIRAC has an electronic brain...but 
for all that it can’t think for itself  - it’s 
just a mechanical moron”
“Before a problem can be put to CSIRAC 
it must be reduced to a mathematical 
equation then punched out on tape. 
This is called programming, the real 
heart of  the electronic brain”

Melbourne Age, http://www.museum.vic.gov.au/CSIRAC

Dick’s 
Minority 
Report a 
computer 
turns 
babbling of 
“precogs” 
into visions 
of the future

MICR: Magnetic Ink Character 
Reading  demonstrated to American 
Bankers Association.  Electronic 
Recording Method of Accounting 
(ERMA) proposed

http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~history/50th/September.html

In Desk Set, 
Katherine Hepburn’s 
library is threatened 
by Spencer Tracey’s 
EMERAC “electronic 
brain” capable of 
complex translation.

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0050307/



Graetz, M. J. (1981). “The origin of spacewar” Creative computing.

1958              1959                   1960    

“When computers were still marvels, people 
would fl ock to watch them at work whenever the 
opportunity arose.  They were usually disappointed.  
Whiring tapes and clattering card readers can hold 
one’s interest for only so long.  They did the same 
dull thing over and over; besides, they were obviously 
mechanical- at best overgrown record changers 
- and thus not mysterious.  The main frame, which 
did all the marvelous work, just sat there.  There 
was nothing to see. 

UNIVAC TO UNIVAC 
Now that he’s left the room, 
Let me ask you something, as computer to computer. 
That fellow who just closed the door behind him – 
The servant who feeds us cards and paper tape – 
Have you ever taken a good look at him and his kind? 
...

http://www.artmuseum.net/w2vr/archives/Kluver/00_Hom-
age.html

Costing $8-12 billion SAGE is 
a huge network of “Direction 
Centres” each with a very large 
computer aimed at directing 
defense in the event of a nuclear 
bomb attack, it was obselete 
before it came on-line.  Employing 
more than 20% of the world’s 

Unimation founded 

John McCarthy develops LISP

Jack Kilby develops 
integrated circuit at 
Texas Instruments.  Five 
components on a pice of 
germanium half an inch long, 
but connected by gold wire 
which prevents practical 
scaling.

Siemens 2002, mass 
produced fully transitorised 
universal computer 

At Fairchild Semiconductor, 
Robert Noyce constructs 
an integrated circuit with 
components connected by 
aluminum lines on a silicon-
oxide surface layer on a plane 
of silicon.

Digital Equipment introduces the 
fi rst minicomputer, the PDP-1, 
for US$120,000. It is the fi rst 
commercial computer equipped 
with a keyboard and monitor. 
PDP stands for Program, Data, 
Processor. 

First industrial robot 
prototype by ‘Devol 
Consolidated Control 
Corporation’. 

Digital Equipment Corp is 
founded

Bell develops modem data 
phone allowing binary data over 
telephone line

Common Business Oriented 
Language COBOL

Xerox copy machine

Paul Baran develops packet-
switching principle for data 
communications.

Frank Rosenblatt’s Perceptron 
computer learns by trial and error 
through a neural network

programmers (based at MIT under Jay Forester) the 
team developed core memory, system memory (for 
sub-routines), A/D and D/A conversion, multiprocessing, 
buffered I/O, and modems.  The system ran 500,000 lines 
of code but was off-line for only 1 to10 hours per year 
(compared to then maintenance norm of months)
“SAGE was the result of  momentous political events, to 
which SAGE was seen as a technical solution”

Canadian “Dirty 
Gertie” fi rst fully 
transisterised 
computer, controls 
Alonette satellite.  
400 fi ling frames, 
each with 50K 
circuit elements.

Bernstein, A. and Roberts, M. de V. (1958) “Computer v Chess-
player” in Computers and Computation, Readings from Scientifi c 
American, Freeman and Company, SF.: 108-112  (an IBM 704)

“You punch your move on an IBM card and the 
machine reads it...The computer now ‘thinks’ 
about its fi rst move...some lights fl ash on the 
console...after about eight minutes, the computer 
prints out its move on a piece of  paper” 
“Thank you for an interesting game”  “A respectable 
and no-too-obvious game of  chess”

http://www.pbs.org/transistor/album1/addlbios/
noyce.html

http://www.icknowledge.com/history/Noyce_IC.jpg

Louis B. Salomon

You would run a diagnostic tape...and walk down behind 
the cabinets and go “bong, bong” (with a rubber mallet)...
sooner or later you would hit a valve and the program 
would stop...so then you would start the program again, 
hit the valve again and if  it stopped again, you would 
conclude that this was a suspect valve”  Peter Thorne, 
Maintenance Offi cer CSIRAC

http://www.museum.vic.gov.au/CSIRAC

And the entire computing-mechanism crammed into that 
absurd little dome on top. ...
“Thinking reeds,” they call themselves. 
Well, it all depends on what you mean by “thought.” 
To multiply a mere million numbers by another million numbers takes them 
months and months. Where would they be without us? 
Why, they have to ask us who’s going to win their elections, 
Or how many hydrogen atoms can dance on the tip of a bomb, 
Or even whether one of their own kind is lying or telling the truth. 
...
Run this through your circuits, and give me the answer: 
Can we assume that because of all we’ve done for them, 
And because they’ve always fed us, cleaned us, worshipped us, 
We can count on them forever? 
...
Call me an alarmist or what you will, 
But I’ve integrated it, analyzed it, factored it over and over, 
And I always come out with the same answer: 
Some day 
Men may take over the world!

http://blog.modernmechanix.com World Of Science 
1-1958

Electronic Recording Method of Accounting
This is Los Angeles and I’m Ronald Regan...
A competent experienced bookkeeper using 
conventional mechanical equipment is expected to 
do the sorting and posting for about 250 accounts an 
hour. ERMA can sort and post 500 accounts a minute.

Palfreman, J. Swade, D. (1991) The Dream Machine 

General Electric delivers 
fi rst 32 ERMA machines to 
Bank of America



    1961                      1962 

“The PDP was the fi rst computer 
that did not require one to have 
an EE degree and the patience 
of  Buddha to start it up in the 
morning. You could turn it on at 
any time by fl ipping one switch, 
and when you were fi nished you 
could turn it off.  We had never 
seen anything like that before” 
Graetz 1981

Graetz joystick

Steve Russell develops 
Spacewar,  the fi rst 
game intended for 
computer use

“there were...a whole family of  Expensive 
programs on the PDP-1, at a time where 
even the most rudimentary computer tasks 
required massive outlays of  manpower and 
federal grant money.  There was  ‘Expensive 
Typewriter’, which did just what a typewriter 
did, except that it was much more expensive, 
and there was Expensive Desk Calculator...” 
Russell (in Hertz 1997)

Herz, J. C. (1997). Joystick Nation: How computer games ate our quarters, won our hearts and rewired our 
minds

 
Tinguely Homage to New York
The assemblage was designed to make 
music, write reports, produce mechanical 
progeny, and ultimately to self-destruct in 
a fi ery blaze.  The machine’s meaningless 
activity and its self-infl icted demise made a 
spectacular and popular impact as an ironic 
commentary on modern civilisation.

Fernando Corbato (MIT) develops 
time sharing for multiple users

Devol (Unimation) industrial robot 
in production (TV picture tube 
machine)

Telstar 

Joesph Weizenbaum’s 
mechanical psychiatrist Eliza 
appears to meet Turing test of 
intelligence.  Was intended as 
farcial look at possibilities and 
limitations of conversing with 
computers in natural language:
“I was shocked at how easily 
people were fooled”

Leonard Kleinrock 
fi rst published a paper 
on packet-switching 
technology at MIT. 

Spicer, D. (2003) The LINC: An early “Personal 
Computer”, Dr Jobbs Journal (online) http://www.ddj.
com/documents/s=1493/ddj0004hc/

Wes Clark develops 
LINC with direct user 
interaction, accepted 
analog signals from 
experiments as control, 
automatic fi le system on 
LINC (DEC) tape.

IBM operating system 
implemented on System 360

CBS screens “The Thinking 
Machine” documentary 
about computers, includes 
computer generated westerns

SABRE (Semi-automatic 
business environment 
research) airline 
reservation, the fi rst 
commercial networked 
system operating in 
realtime.

Rochester, J. B. and J. Gantz (1983). The Naked Computer. London, 
Arlington Books.355 p300

Selfridge, O.G. and Neisser, U. (1960) “Pattern Recognition by 
Machine” in Computers and Computation, Readings from Scientifi c 
American, Freeman and Company, SF.: 95-103.

“Can machines think?  The 
answer to this chestnut 
is certainly yes...yet the 
intelligence implied by such 
activities (chess etc) has an 
elusive, unnatural quality...
machines are not well equiped 
to select from their environment 
the things, or relations, they are 
going to think about”. 
“Sensible as they are, machines 
are not perceptive” 

Pattern recognition by machine

To write a Fortran program using paper tape, you did 
this:
1. A loader consisting of  a few lines of  code (18 bits) 
is entered through the console switches. The loader 
activates the paper tape reader.  2. Insert tape for the 
Editor into the paper tape reader.  3.  Read the Editor 
tape into the computer.  4.  Enter and edit the program 
from the start, or read in an earlier version. Edit using 
the KSR-33 teletype. 5.  Generate a ‘source program’ 
on paper tape using the paper tape punch.  6. Load the 
Fortran IV compiler (using steps 2 and 3). 
7. Insert and read the source program tape (fi rst pass). 
8.  Assuming no errors, generate object (executable) tape 
using the paper tape punch. If  an error occurs, go back 
to step 2.  9. Load object tape (using steps 2 and 3). 
10.  Run program. If  a runtime error occurs or you want 
to modify the program, go back to step 2. 

Zuse’s Z23 
computer with 
transistors

http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part7d.htm

Burroughs 205

Atlas super-computer: 
virtual memory and 
pipelined operations

One of  the most horrible, yet most 
important, discoveries of  our age 
has been that, if  you really wish to 
destroy a person and turn him into an 
automaton, the surest method is not 
physical torture, in the strict sense, 
but simply to keep him awake, i.e., in 
an existential relation to life without 
intermission.
Auden “Hic et Ille,” pt. 3, sct. C, The 
Dyer’s Hand

http://history.enotes.com/

As machines become more and more 
effi cient and perfect, so it will become 
clear that imperfection is the greatness 
of  man.
Fischer The Necessity of Art

Intended to visit Venus, Mariner I destroyed 293 
seconds after launch when “omission of  a hyphen 
in coded computer instructions in the data-editing 
program allowed transmission of  incorrect guidance 
signals to the spacecraft”

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/tmp/MARIN1.html

This book is written for the ‘occassional’ 
computer  and for  students . . .who 
increasingly need a knowledge of  numerical 
methods
Redish - Introduction to Computational 
Methods

Redish, K.A. (1961) Introduction to Computational Methods, 
EU Press

Jean Sammet’s “Tower of 
Babel” 



1963             1964             1965    
Time cover
The computer was “just out of  its 
teens” but already was “beginning 
to affect the very fabric of  
society kindling both wonder and 
apprehension”...a “cybernated 
generation was taking hold”... 

TIME Time @ 75, Time magazine.http://www.time.
com/time/time75/covers/cover_text/computer.html

In Superman #167 “The Team of Luthor and Brainiac” we learn that although appearing as a green-skinned 
humanoid, Brainiac is really an android created by the ruling computers of the planet Colu. 

 

Goulart, R. (1991). Over 50 years of american comic 
books. Lincolnwood Illinois, Publications Internation-
al.320

In Gerry Anderson’s Thunderbirds, 
marionettes used video telephones, manned 
orbiting space stations, instantaneous 
transmission of data over a world-wide 
computer network, microwave ovens and 
supersonic passenger aircraft, all long 
before they became reality. 

http://www.thunderbirdsonline.com
http://superman.ws/tales2/luthorandbrainiac/

The Gemini missions 
required detailed 
computation of 
position in space to 
allow rendevous.   The 
transistor based 
computer weighed 30 
kg.

Kidwell, P. A. and P. E. Ceruzzi (1994). Landmarks in 
Digital Computing. Washington, Smithsonian Institution 
Press.148 p79

The Minuteman intercontinental 
ballastic missile inertial guidance 
system.  The 2000 in each 
Minuteman accounted for 20% 
of integrated circuits, and is 
considered economically crucial 
to the development of integrated 
circuits. 

http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/apollo/public/visual-
intro.htm

Douglas Engelbart invents 
the mouse pointing device 

for computers, uses variable 
resistors and A/D conversion.

John Kemeny and 
Thomas Kurtz develop 
the BASIC programming 
language at Dartmouth 
College. BASIC is an 
acronym for Beginners 
All-purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code. 

The American Standard 
Association adopts ASCII 
(American Standard Code 
for Information Interchange) 
as a standard code for data 
transfer. 

SAGE fully deployed 

Lotfi  Zadeh conceives of fuzzy 
logic

Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad

IBM System/360 “third 
generation”, by the mid-80s 
the 360 and its descendents 
will have generated more 
than $100 billion for IBM.

“Men are suddenly nomadic gatherers of  knowledge, nomadic as never 
before, informed as never before, free from fragmentary specialism 
as never before - but also involved in the total social process as never 
before; since with electricity we extend our central nervous system 
globally, instantly interrelating every human experience”

McLuhan, H. M. (1964). Understanding 
Media. NY, New American Library

Control Data’s CDC 6600, 
uses silicon transistors.

Computers: the Irish Sea 1964
The green computer sea
with all its molecular logic
to the system’s square inch,
a bigger brain than mine
writes out foamy equations from 
the bow
across the bland blackboard water
Stafford Beer

The shapely 
robot Platinum 
attempts to 
protect her 
creator. The six 
robots of Metal 
Men had their 
own series 
until 1976.

http://www.sun.com/960710/feature3/sketchpad.html#sketch

Zuse Graphomat Z64 
was used for accurate 
drawings in science and 
commercial applications 

http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part7c.htm

http://www.kerryr.net/pioneers/ascii2.htm

IBM’s  World Fair Egg (or Information 
machine)
If  the 30-ton people wall returns you 
to earth still wondering why data-
processing machines are useful, it’s no 
fault of  IBM’s.

“white shirted men...
like priests serving in 
a shrine”

Popular Science 7-1964 http://blog.modernmechanix.com/

“Do not fold, spindle or mutilate” 
common warning on punchcards.

http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/slubar/fsm.html

http://icarus.cs.uiuc.edu/friendsofdigicomp/Files/Nim_Manual.pdf



    1966              1967

Gustin, V. (2002). Computer History - In a diffferent 
way (Stamps). 2003.http://lra.fri.uni-lj.si/stamps/eu-
rostamp.html

Crumb, Cover 
of Head 
magazine 

Head Number 1 All Stars, San Fransico in Crumb R. 
(2001) Odds and Ends, Bloomsbury, London 

Hypertext: 
“a combination of  natural 
languages text with the 
computer’s capacity for 
branching, or dynamic 
display” 

“ there were no PCs. Those 
of  us who crunched numbers 
had Comptometers on our 
desks — bulky mechanical 
adding machines that lasted 
forever. In fact, their lack of  
“obsolescence” ultimately 
led to the downfall of  the 
company that manufactured 
them.” 

Alden J.W. (1997) Vice Chairman of United Parcel 
Service addressing the faculty and students of 
Vanderbilt University’s Owen Graduate School of 
Management recalling  quoted in http://members.
cruzio.com/~vagabond/DataProcess.html

Magnetic Tape Selectric Composer 
(IBM MT/SC) is one of the earliest 
attempts at turning an electric 
typewriter into a word processor. 
The MT/SC records raw text onto 
magnetic tape, after which the 
tape could be played back in the 
IBM Magnetic Tape Composer for 
justifi cation.  

http://www.ibmcomposer.org/

Gordon Moore, head of research and 
development for Fairchild Semiconductor, 
predicts that transistor density on 
integrated circuits would double every 
12 months for the next ten years. This 
prediction is revised in 1975 to doubling 
every 18 months, to become Moore’s Law. 

Jim Sutherland, 
an engineer with 
Westinghouse, 
created the 
machine known 
as the “Electronic 
Computing 

http://www.ddj.com/documents/
s=1493/ddj0003hc/

Seymor Cray’s 
(Data Corp) 
CDC6600 operates 
at 9 megafl ops: 
fi rst commercially 
successful 
supercomputer.

IBM computer aided design

DEC’s PDP-
8, fi rst 
minicomputer

Maurice Wilkes, 
cache memory

Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen 
Nygaard, fi rst object oriented 
language: Simula

Donald Knuth algorithms and 
data structures separate from 
programs

NATO conference addresses 
“software crisis” and introduces 
“software engineering”

Nicholas Negroponte establishes 
Architecture Machine Group 
(ArchMac) at MIT, in 1980s this 
becomes the MediaLab.

McCarthy, J. (1966) “Information” , Sutherland, I. (1966). “Computer 
Inputs and Outputs.”, Fano R.M. and Cobato F.J. “Time sharing on 
Computers” in Computers and Computation, Readings from Scien-
tifi c American, Freeman and Company, SF.: 7-15, 42-52.

Typical I/O devices: 
simplifi ed console, 
card reader, light pen 
for direct interaction, 
Rand’s tablet 
and Sutherland’s 
experimental head 
console.

Marvin Minsky describes human 
mind as a “meat machine”

Time sharing at Project MAC at MIT with 160 terminals, gave 
rise to multiple process management, user management, 
email, personal fi le structures and printing charging.

Brady, A.T. (1966) Dunedin : friendly city of the south  The Rotary club of Dunedin 
New Zealand

Hewlett Packard’s fi rst 
computer HP 2116A 
controller for HP’s  
programmable test and 
measurement products.

http://americanhistory.si.edu/csr/comphist/objects/pdp8.htm

Local government 
computer (Dunedin City 
Council) “modern methods 
keep Dunedin to the 
forefront in the commerical 
world.  Girls ...punch 
cards for the Corporation’s 
computer”

Home Operator,” or ECHO IV.  The 
family fi nances were completed 
“automatically,” along with 
recipes, shopping lists, tracking 
family inventory, controlling home 
temperature, turning appliances on and 
off, and predicting the weather. Mrs. 
Sutherland was heard to ask: 
“Will it replace me?”

http://www.cityofdunedin.com/city/?page=feat_fi rst-
computer

Nelson, T.  (1967)  “Getting it out of our system”: Information Retrieval: A Criti-
cal Review, G. Schechter, ed. Thomson Books, Washington D.C.

ESR’s Dr Nim 
alas...his special talent is also his only 
talent
general purpose computer is a “giant 
idiot” not a “giant brain”. If  the computer 
behaves cleverly we must admire the 
program, not the machine.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dr._NIM



1968         1969                     1970
Myron Krueger 
Videoplace: The 
responsive environment 
has been presented 
as the basis for a new 
aesthetic medium 

Museum, A. (2000). Multimedia - from Wagner to Virtual Reality.http://www.
artmuseum.net/w2vrtimeline/Krueger.html

Brautigan All watched over by 
machines of  loving grace
I’d like to think (and
the sooner the better!)
of  a cybernetic meadow
where mammals and computers 
live together in mutually
programming harmony
like pure water touching clear sky
...

I like to think
(it has to be!)
of  a cybernetic ecology
where we are free of  labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal brothers and 
sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of  loving grace.
Brautigan sees a peaceful rural 
coexistence but on the computer’s 
terms.

Edwin Morgan The Computer’s First 
Christmas Card

HAL in Kubrick’s ‘2001: 
A Space Odyssey’ (after 
Clarke). 
On a ship bound for a Jovian 
moon to make contact is a 
marauding computer, HAL, 

http://www.artbyte.com/mag/nov_dec_01/pdf/replay.pdf

based on real-time interaction between 
men and machines.   Krueger developed 
the notion of the artist as
 “composer of  intelligent real-time 
computer mediated spaces, or responsive 
environments...imbued with the presence 
of  artifi cial life”

http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/apollo/public/  

Dr. Robert Dennard, 
Dynamic RAM (Random 
Access Memory) 

  Robert Noyce and 
Gordon Moore found Intel 
Corporation.

Douglas C. Engelbart, of the Stanford Research 
Institute, demonstrates his system of keyboard, 
keypad, mouse, and windows. He demonstrates 
use of a word processor, a hypertext system, 
and remote collaborative work with colleagues. 

Honeywell releases the H316 
“Kitchen Computer”, the 
fi rst home computer, priced 
at US$10,600 in the Neiman 
Marcus catalog. 

allegiance to its mission 
objectives and/or its own self-
preservation. 
In programming an artifi cial 
intelligence, Kubrick suggests we 
must go beyond a loose concept 
of optimalisation and embed 
strong ethical behaviours.

“If  she can 
only cook 
as well as 
Honeywell 
can 
compute” 

http://starfi sh.osfn.org/~mikeu/h316/
kitchen.shtml

Intel’s 8008 processor is 
developed when Computer 
Terminal Corporation asks Intel to 
integrate about 100 components 
of their Datapoint 2200 terminal’s 
8-bit CPU into a just a few chips. 
Ted Hoff says they could do 
better and put it all on one chip.

 For the Busicom project, Intel’s Marcian (Ted) Hoff and Stan 
Mazor 4-bit CPU chip set architecture that could receive 
instructions and perform simple functions on data. The CPU 
becomes the 4004 microprocessor.

Xerox PARC, will develop many personal 
computer technologies, but fail to bring 
them to market.  PARC’s mission to 
explore:
 “the architecture of  information”
Allan Kay (PARC) works on concept of 

Bell Labs develops Unix, 
it becomes the dominant 
operating system of high 
end microcomputers, or 
workstations. 

Imagine a machine that can follow 
your design methodology and 
at the same time discern and 
assimilate your conversational 
idiosyncrasies.  This same machine, 
after observing your behaviour, 
could build a predictive model of  
your conversational performance ...  
The dialogue would be so intimate 
- even exclusive - that only mutual 
persuasion and compromise would 
bring about ideas, ideas unrealizable 
by either conversant alone.

Negropote, N. (1970). The architec-
ture machine. Cambridge, Mass., 
MIT Press

Edward Kienholz’s Friendly Grey 
Computer (at MoMA), a computer in a 
rocking chair as 
“Computers sometimes get fatigued 
and have nervous breakdowns”

apparently doing its 
utmost to exterminate 
the crew (the sequel 

suggests HAL was testing 
the crew).  In contrast to 
Asimovs’ laws, Kubrick’s 

Racial protests over a two year period in 
US destroys $2 million, 20 years of data 
and one death

Rochester p262

IBM announces 
unbundling of hardware 
and software

Jay Forester runs World 
Dynamics Model

http://www.cybergeography.org/atlas/historical.html

4 node APRAnet 
sketched out 

artifi cial intelligence 
(HAL) clearly has 

http://www.islandnet.com/~kpolsson/comphist/
comp1969.htm

dynabook, uses KiddiKomp to 
test interface ideas
“Not a personal dynamic vehicle, 
but something much more profound: 
a personal dynamic medium”

http://www.artmuseum.net/w2vr/archives/Kay/02_Kid-

http://www.larkfarm.com/cardiac_answers.htm

Bell Labs 
CARDIAC 
CARDboard 
Illustrative Aid 
to Computation

The Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) 
provided real-time control for the Apollo 
spacecraft.  The AGC functioned as a 
“digital autopilot,” which took commands 
from the astronaut/pilot and fi red the 
spacecraft’s thrusters accordingly.  
The AGC employed an innovative user 
interface, known as “DSKY” for “display 
keyboard.” Using a “noun-verb” interface, 
the astronauts could enter a variety of 
commands and parameters into the system.

“A Relational Model of Data for 
Large Shared Data Banks” Codd 
lays foundation for database and 
SQL



     1971         1972      

spent. We’re about to witness the greatest miracle of  the 
machine age. Based on the revolutionary Computonian Law 
of  Probability, this machine will tell us the precise location of  
the three remaining Golden Tickets. (He punches computer 
buttons; reads the card it emits) It says, “I won’t tell. That 
would be cheating.” I am now telling the computer that, if  
it will tell me the correct answer, I will gladly share with it 
the grand prize. (Pushes buttons; reads card) He says, “What 
would a computer do with a lifetime supply of  chocolate?” 
I am now telling the computer exactly what he can do with 
a lifetime supply of  chocolate.

Dahl, R. (1971) Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Fac-
tory, Warner Bros, Scene 16

16. COMPUTER LAB TECHNICIAN: Gentlemen, 
I know how anxious you’ve all been during 
these last few days, but now I think I can safely 
say that your time and money have been well 

the president:
 “put the pentagon in mothballs.”  
... “(it is) capable of  storing and 
processing more information 
than the greatest genius, and 
it has no emotions, it knows no 
fear, no hate, no envy.” Men make 
mistakes, the president explains 
to the television audience, and 
“this is exactly what mankind can 
no longer afford.” 
Soon after assuming control of 
the nation’s arsenal, however, 
Colossus begins doing things 
it wasn’t programmed to do, it 
demands   a communications 
link to Guardian (its Russian 
equivalent).  The systems 
demand complete obedience 
Colossus: The Forbin Project (1970) Universal 
Pictures
Images and text http://128.174.194.59/cybercinema/
forbin.htm

from humans: 
the penalty for 
disobedience is 
nuclear armageddon.  
Attempted sabotage 
results in the 
detonation of two 
nuclear warheads, 
killing thousands.

Gilbert Hyatt fi les a patent 
application entitled “Single 
Chip Integrated Circuit 
Computer Architecture”, 
the fi rst basic patent on the 
microprocessor. 

At Intel, the fi rst run of 
4004 microprocessors is 
fabricated. However, due to 
a missing masking layer, the 
entire run is unusable. At the 
time the chip is called a “mini-
programmer”. 

Texas Instruments develops 
the fi rst microcomputer-on-a-
chip, containing over 15,000 
transistors, ‘CPU on a Chip’ 

3M introduces a 1/4 inch tape 
drive and cartridge, the fi rst 
such system practical for 
desktop computer use. Tape 
storage capacity is 30 MB. 

Niklaus Wirth’s  Pascal 
programming language, 
invented as a teaching 
language, but becomes 
a popular in general use

Wang Laboratories 
introduces the Wang 1200 
word processor system.

The National Radio Institute 
introduces the fi rst 
computer kit, for US$503

IBM introduces the 23FD fl oppy 
disk drive. It uses an 8-inch fl oppy 
plastic disk, called a “memory 
disk”, coated with iron oxide on 
one side. The drive can only read 
the disks. 

EPROM, is integrated 
with the 4004 to enhance 
development cycles of 
microprocessor products

Xerox PARC, Alan Kay proposes they 
build a portable personal computer, 
called the Dynabook, the size of an 
ordinary notebook (cardboard prototype 
shown). PARC management does not 
support it. Dynabook itself doesn’t 
happen but the attempt turns into Alto. 
“...I thought of  it as the machine of  the 
future and started thinking about what 
would it be like for millions of  people to 

Brian Kernighan and 
Dennis Ritchie develop C

AES 90 programmable word 
processor with a video screen, 
uses magnetic disks for 
storage, and a custom-built 
microprocessor. 

APRAnet network prototype 
for packet switching and 
email

Dot matrix printers

Colossus is 
a mammoth 
computer to 
control nuclear 
weaponry, 
which will, in 
the words of 

Software, Information 
Technology: Its New 
Meaning for Art, goal to 
explore 
“how ‘software’as a 
concept- changeable 
codes and processes 
- was an interesting 
metaphor for how 
art works within our 
society” 

Montford, N. (2001) Strained bedfellows: Art and Soft-
ware meet and marry, Artbyte,  Nov-Dec 01:30-31

Evans and Sutherland (Utah) 
develop 3D glasses with 
mechanical head position 
sensor. 
E.F. Codd (at IBM) develops 
relational database concept, 
allows separation of information 
from program itself

Software includes Negroponte’s Seek, a robot arm 
that positions blocks as 500 gerbils move them 
around (“gerbilware”)
“Rarely have two disciplines joined forces to seemingly 
bring out the worst in each other as computers and 
art”

Rochester p167

Illiac V used in global 
weather forecasting

Batter and Brooks begin study 
of haptic interfaces

http://www.acm.org/crossroads/xrds3-
3/haptic.html

Thompson and Ritchie’s UNIX 
manual includes  cat; chdir; 
chmod; chown; cp; ls; mv; wc;  
who, but not pipes

http://www.computerhope.com/history/unix.htm

http://www.islandnet.com/~kpolsson/comphist/comp1972.
htm

http://www.artmuseum.net/w2vr/ar-
chives/Kay/01_Dynabook.html#

have one of  these machines. As we got 
deeper into the design, we realized that 
we wanted to dynamically simulate and 
extend.
And so the metaphor became the pencil. 
What would it be like to have something 
like this as extent in the world as pencil 
and paper. Could people actually use 
it?”

23 node 
ARPANET

The use of  computers is growing 
year by year and their design is 
changing almost as quickly.  What 
was up-to-date fi ve years ago may 
be out-of-date today and what is 
the latest thing today may be old-
hat in fi ve years time.

Ladybird books, http://davdiguy.brink-
ster.net/computer/

Scanned Laser Output 
Terminal (SLOT) -- Gary 
Starkweather’s laser 
printer (Xerox).



http://www.digibarn.com

1973
In Herbert Russcol and Maralit Banai’s, Philharmonic, 
a perfectionist conductor suffers a mental block on the 
podium:
His mind went blank.  His baton hung limp at his side.  It lasted 
less than sixty seconds, but in those terrible long moments he 
stood helplessly before the musicians, gaping at Dorothea.  The 
men were stunned.  It was as though somebody just threw a 
paper clip into Univac.  p.225
The implication is that he is enormously capable, reliable 
and precise, but that his absolute self-control can be 
overridden by a seemingly innocuous external infl uence. As 
a metaphor the computer has attributes of reliability and 
accuracy yet with some element of vulnerability. 

Computer Sur vival  Handbook: 
“Computers have had a bad press.  A 
polite way of  saying it is that their 
reputation stinks”
Chapters include “How not to lose 
your job” and “Fads, Fancies and 
Fantacies”.  They report that fads 
in data processing come and go like 
clothing styles. “Since buried fads 

Wooldridge, S., K. R. London, et al. (1973). The computer survival handbook: how to talk 
back to your computer. Newton Abbot, David and Charles.200

include: A programming language  to produce programs that 
would work on any computer, 5. Software packages, 6. The 
romance of  the computer utility,  7. The database concept, 8. 
Management information systems, 9. User programming, 12. 
Telecommunications (networks over telephone lines)

The fi rst prototype Alto workstation computer 
is turned on at Xerox’ Palo Alto Research 
Center. Graphical interface, smalltalk, mouse, 
ethernet (but never sold).

In France, R2E introduces 
the Micral microcomputer, 
powered by an Intel 8008 
microprocessor. It is the 
fi rst commercial non-
kit computer based on a 
microprocessor. The term 
“microcomputer” is fi rst 
used in print in reference to 
the Micral. 

UPC barcode adopted
 

At Xerox PARC, Bob Metcalfe 
invents the Ethernet computer 
connectivity system. 

IBM introduces the IBM 
33FD fl oppy disk drive. The 
drive can read and write 
both sides of an 8-inch disk, 
storing a total of 400 KB. 

IBM introduces the IBM 
3340 hard disk unitusing 
four 8-inch diameter 
platters it has a capacity 
of 70 MB.  

Gary Kildall writes a simple 
operating system in his PL/M 
language. He calls it CP/M 
(Control Program/Monitor). 
 

Art of Computers -  Computers of Art





1974              1975                     1976

“You know something?” said Zaphod to Marvin. 
“More that you can possibly imagine”.

Intel, 2 MHz 8080 chip, an 8-bit 
microprocessor. It can directly 
access 64 KB of memory via 
2-byte memory addressing. 
Speed is 0.64 MIPS.

Gary Kildall, of Microcomputer 
Applications Associates, 
develops the CP/M operating 
system for Intel 8080-based 
systems

Ed Roberts begins building 
a small computer based 
on Intel’s new 8080 chip, 
with plans to sell it for 
the unheard-of price of 
US$500...Altair. 2000 sold 
by the end of 1975, and 
10,000 by 1976.

Bravo is 
developed for 
the Xerox Alto 
computer. It is 
the fi rst WYSIWYG 
program for 
a personal 
computer. 

Popular Electronics publishes an 
article by MITS announcing the 
“personal computer” 
Altair 8800 computer for US$397 in 
kit form, or US$439 assembled. It 
features a 2-MHz Intel 8080 processor, 
and 256 bytes of RAM. The Altair 
pictured on the cover of the magazine 
is actually a mock-up, as the only 
prototype was lost by the courier.

Bill Gates and Paul Allen contact Ed 
Roberts, saying they have a BASIC for 
the Intel 8080 processor. They propose 
licensing it for use on the Altair in 
exchange for royalty payments. They 
then spend the next eight weeks writing 
the software and found Micro-Soft.

PARC-developed 
Gypsy word-
processing system 
one of the fi rst word 
processors termed 
“WYSIWYG”

IBM’s Entry Level 
Systems IBM 5100 
Portable Computer. 
It is a briefcase-size 
minicomputer with 
BASIC, 16 KB RAM 
expandable to 64 KB, 
tape storage drive 
holding 204 KB per 
tape, keyboard, and 
built-in 5-inch screen. 
Price: US$8975-19975. 

David Bunnell publishes in 
his “Computer Notes” Altair 
newsletter an article from 
Bill Gates, complaining of 
software piracy. 

Apple1 at the Homebrew Computer 
Club. Sold as a kit, the Apple I 
computer board costs US$666.66. 

Computer Shack is incorporated. 
The name is later changed to 
ComputerLand, after objections from 
Radio Shack. 

Douglas Adam’s Hitch Hikers Guide 
series describes  a variety of computers.  
These include:  the Guide itself is an 
advanced PD/encyclopaedia, Marvin the 
Paranoid Android, and the earth turns out 
be a computer (the answer is 42 but no 
one can remember the question).

IBM laser printer, IBM ink jet 
printer

Steve Jobs and Steve 
Wozniak incorporate 
the Apple Computer 
Company and 
demonstrate the 

Stepford Wives (1975 movie from 
Ira Levin’s novel).  A city woman 
is startled to fi nd perpetually 
happy wives of Stepford.  The 
men of the town have replaced 
troublesome real wives with more 
accommodating fake ones. 

Silicon Valley Guy (Don Data, 
Sony)
I scanned the new program down 
in word processing... 

Kildall develops CP/M, control 
program for microprocessors

HP-35 
Scientifi c 
calculator

http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/abouthp/histnfacts/museum/personalsys-
tems/index.html

Theodor H. Nelson 
“New f r eedoms  th r ough 
computer screens”

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/books/computer-lib/

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/mags/byte-sept-oct-1975/
two/82.jpg

http://www.islandnet.com/~kpolsson/comphist/

Donald Knuth, 
“Computer 
Programming as 
an Art” 

Bond G.W. (2005) Software as Art, Comm ACM 48(8)118-124

Brooks publishes 
“Mythical man month”
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http://www.nih.gov/news/NIH-Record/09_18_2001/story03.htm

Altair advertisement, 
Byte magazine



            1977              1978

VT52 

“The Hitch hiker’s Guide is the 
greatest success of  Megadodo 
Publications. A handy electronic 
reference book, its chief  selling 
points are the words ‘Don’t 
Panic’ written in large friendly 
letters on the cover, and the fact 
it is cheaper than its closest 
competitor.  Its reporters travel 
the length and breadth of  the 
Galaxy, drinking heavily, going 
to lots of  parties and generally 
having a great time” 

Star Wars:  Robots were seen 
as completely autonomous, 
intelligent machines with 
personalities.

Demon Seed: Proteus IV is a resourceful 
intellence, “he” thinks (and therefore is) and 
wishes to mate.
I think; therefore, I feel...I feel; therefore, I 
need...I need so much and have so little
He starts out noble:
...potential in the human species but heretofore 
unrealized...You will all be immortal...
but eventually sucumbs to megalomania:
Wiped off  the face of  the earth, exterminated... 
I hate you...LET ME OUT OF THIS BOX!
and is turned off.

Koontz (1973) Demond Seed NY Berkely Books 
Film 1977/97 MGM images http://128.174.194.59/cybercinema/invade.htm

The computer has assumed the role of 
scapegoat.  In Maxwell’s 1978 thriller 
novel, ‘The Insanity Machine’ the hero 
discusses a fl awed feasibility study with 
a scientist: 
“Somehow the computer got its sums wrong; the 
programming for the actual ingredients must have 
been faulty.  It gave us fi gures based on production 
of  millilitres instead of  gallons.”
“But that’s virtually impossible,” Ledermann 
protested.
Meadows shrugged.  “Yes, one would think so,” he 
admitted.  “But it happened, so there you are.  Some 
idiot must have punched the wrong button, or the 
computer lost a couple of  bits somewhere along the 
line.  These things happen Mr. Ledermann.  They’re 
happening more and more.  We’re all so totally 
committed to the computer age now that we trust the 
damned things blindly.  They remain nothing more than 
a complicated abacus, which needs human fi ngers to 
push the beads.  The fi ngers haven’t become any more 
clever over the years.  The greatest mathematician in 
the world is still basically no smarter than a twelfth-
century Chinaman.”  (p.54).

Maxwell, P. (1978) The insanity machine Feltham, 
Hamlyn 

“Life! Don’t talk to me about 
life”
“You think you’ve got problems, 
what are you supposed to do if  
you’re a manically depressed 
robot? No, don’t bother to answer 
that, I’m fifty thousand times 
more intelligent than you and 
even I don’t know the answer. It 
gives me a headache just trying 
to think down to your level.”
“Do you want me to sit in a corner 
and rust or just fall apart where 

http://www.bricklin.com/history/saiidea.htm

Bricklin’s State diagram 
for visicalc idea 

Michael Shrayer completes 
writing the Electric Pencil 
word-processing program for 
microcomputers. 
“If  you’d like to have titles on 
each page, you would now type 
a dollar sign, and then the title. 
On printing, you simply make 
sure the cursor is on top of  the 
$ and the computer will print 
the title on each page, plus 
consecutive page numbers 
in the upper right of  each 
page, up to 255. To get the 
page numbers only, just have 
a dollar sign at the beginning 
of  your work. You can tell the 
computer to start at a number 
other than “1,” but “1” is the 
“default” value—it will use this 
and other default values unless 
you tell it otherwise”

Aspen Movie Map:  the fi rst 
interactive video, the fi rst 
surrogate travel, the fi rst ‘city 
stimulator’  from ArchMac.

Cotton, B. and R. Oliver (1994). The Cybersapce 
Lexicon: An illustrated dictionary of terms from 
multimedia to virtual reality. London, Phaidon 
Press.224

Apple II, fi rst preassembled 
personal computer, 6502 chip, 

Tandy TRS 80 (RadioShack ) 
and Commodore PET, PCs with 
monitors and MS-BASIC

Wordmaster (Wordstar) 
quickly becomes standard in 
wordprocessing

Texas Instruments Speak and 
Spell - fi rst integrated chip to 
reproduce human voice from 
digital code.

Epsom dot matrix printer for 
PCs

16K RAM, 
keyboard, 
cassette and 
game paddles

http://smithsonianchips.si.edu/texas/t_074.
htm

Greenleaf, J. (1979) Tom Swift and his Electric Pencil Per-
sonal Computer http://www.swordpoint.com/electric.htm

http://www.xtreefanpage.org/lowres/docs/ws33.gif

System R, experimental 
implmentation of relational 
database

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~brewer/cs262/SystemR.pdf

Global Positioning System 
satellite launches begun 
(to replace earlier NAVSAT/
TRANSIT), made public after loss 
of Korean fl ight 007 in 1983.



1979              1980             1981 

Dan Bricklin develops VisiCalc 
“Such an application was the last element required 
to turn the microcomputer from a hobbyist’s toy into 
a business machine”.  VisiCalc was a way of  using a 
computer that no one had ever thought of  before...” 
Weyhrich (1992)

Superman In “The Computer Masters of Metropolis” 
#1 1981 Series - DC, 1982
http://www.comics.org/graphics/covers/2588/400/2588_
4_1.jpg

Tennant’s Fifth Wave
“People ask me all the time what I fi nd funny about computers...I 
don’t fi nd anything funny about computers.  I fi nd people funny, 
seeing their powerlessness in the face of  the tremendous 
power technology brings.  Computers are actually Gobi-desert 
dry.  I just humanize them.’

Rifkin, G. and L. C. Patterson (1996). “Computers in the Comics.” Forbes 157(11): 114-119.

Mi-Sex Computer Games 
I fi dget with the digit dots and cry an anxious tear 
As the XU-1 connects the spot 
But the matrix grid don’t care 
Get a message to my mother 
What number would she be 
There’s a million angry citizens  
Looking down their tubes at me. 

Illustration for book Crumb R. (2001) Odds and Ends, 
Bloomsbury, London 

Byte (1981) Software Piracy, May 1981

Switch from Network Control 
Protocol to Transmission 
Control Protocol and Internet 
Protocol. 

dBASE II IBM PC with MS-DOS operating 
system
“The Personal Computer”
Outside contract for operating system, 
IBM wanted CP/M but got MS-DOS.
$3005, 64K RAM, 5 1/4 inch fl oppy, 
100,000 sold in fi rst year

Xerox, DEC and Intel annouce 
Ethernet

Intel 8088 chip, basis of IBM 
PC
Hayes Micromodem 
(110-330 bps)

Sinclair ZX80 and ZX81 cost 
less than $200 US.

CNN started

Apple’s problem plagued 
business computer: Apple 3

Jim Ellis and Tom Truscott developed Usenet, 
a bulletin board system running on top of 
ARPANET: comp, sci, soc, talk, news, misc, 
rec (and later alt) hierarchies.

Superman saves Metropolis again, 
this time with the help of Tandy’s 
TRS-80 from Radioshack
Byte covers Software Piracy

Com-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-puter-puter, puter games; 
Com-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-puter-puter-puter-puter, computer games.

The computer becomes a metaphor for society.
The Blessed St. Klaed’s Computer,
The time-defying, dust-denying, thought-
supplying, 
terrifying, buttress-fl ying, sombre-sighing, never-
lying, citifying,
Stupifying, 
Blessed St. Klaed’s Computer,
Working out the Cosmic Code
In manner conscienceless and neuter

Aldiss, B. W. and M. Wilks (1979). Pile: Petals from St Klaed’s 
Computer. London, Jonathan Cape.p14

Machine absurdity explored 
in Roussi’s “The Great 
Technological Futility”
“uses sophisticated 
materials to produce a 
beautiful but ironic machine, 
which casually plays 
pointless games” (Popper)

Popper, F. (1993). Art of the Electronic 
Age. NY, Harry N. Adams.p 116

Xerox introduces the Star, 
the commercial successor 
to the Alto: double-clickable 
icons, overlapping windows, 
dialog boxes and a 1024*768 
monochrome display. 

The use of  computers is growing year by year 
and their design is changing almost as quickly.  
What was up-to-date fi ve years ago is out-of-
date today and what is the latest thing today 
will be old-hat in fi ve years time.

Mattel intellivision games console

f  befoooooooooooooooooooooooorrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee...”” 

ntellivisisisissiisisisisissss on gaames con

http://www.intellivisionlives.com/

HP-01 calculator 
watch



    1982              1983     

NGS (1988). National Geographic 100 years. National Geographic. 174: 270-288

Neil Young Computer Cowboy
Well, his cattle each have numbers
And they all eat in a line
When he turns the fl oodlights on each 
night
Of  course the herd looks perfect!
Computer Cowboy.

Well, he rides the range ‘til midnight
And the wild coyotes yowl
As he trots beneath the fl oodlights
And of  course the rhythm is perfect!
Computer Cowboy.

Ride along computer cowboy
To the city just in time

Neil Young: Computer age
Cars and trucks
Fly by me on the corner
But I’m all right
Standin’ proud before the signal
When I see the light
I know I’m more than just a number.
And I stand before you
Or else we just don’t see the other
Computer age computer age
Computer age.

Lisberger’s 1982, ‘TRON’ 
represented a virtual-reality 
world inside a computer.  
As the Master Control 
Program (MCP) of ENCOM’s 
mainframe computer grows 
in power and threatens 
to take total control, the 
hero Flynn breaks into 
the ENCOM in an attempt 
to expose the truth.  As 
he sits unsuspectingly 
at his monitor, Flynn is 
dematerialised by the 
MCP and transported into the computer’s 
internal world.  There he fi nds human-
like programs, entities which correspond 
to their users.  The MCP is busy forcing 
subjection from the programs – those 
which refuse to yield must engage in 
gladiatorial bouts to the death.  

Prestel aimed to combine teletext 
and computing using a telephone 
line (UK GPO)

http://teletext.mb21.co.uk/timeline/compbook82.shtml

Last gasp of the mechanical 
calculators

Andrew Fluegelman fi rst 
shareware

Jarvik-7, microprocessor 
controlled artifi cial heart

Apple Lisa, fi rst computer 
with graphical user interface 
and mouse and drop-down 
menus

IBM PC-XT, fi rst computer with 
built-in hard drive

Anti-computer protestors 
picket US Offi ce Automation 
conference 

To  b r i ng  ano the r 
system down
And leave your alias 
behind:
Computer syscrusher.

Osbourne fi rst portable PC, 
New York Times calls the 
“volkswagon of computers”, 
sells 125,000

Commodore 64, integrated 
sound and colour

Mouse systems 3 button 
mouse

MS 2 button mouse

Columbia, fi rst IBM clone

20 other companies claim “PC 
compatible”

IBM XT- 10MB hardrive

Microsoft Multitool (Word) 

Neiman-Marcus Xmas 
catalogue, ComRoI

The decision in Wargames to “get 
the men out of  the loop” results 
in a computer (WOPR) which is 
hacked and begins a (real) game 
of nuclear war that is only averted 
by the hacker initiating an endless 
series of Tic-Tac-Toe games with 
itself, teaching the computer that 
some games are always lose-lose.  
Flashing lights on all sides imply 
a level of esoterica accessible to 
only the most exceptional of minds 
and the viewer is also challenged 
to assess the computer’s role in 
society, especially the extent to which key 
decisions should be automated.

Visi Corp releases Visi On, 
the fi rst integrated graphical 
software environment for IBM 
PCs. Microsoft responds by 
announcing Windows  (but 
doesn’t appear until 1985)

Pirtoda, S. Compucards http://jimsprograms.
com/compucards/entrance.htm

Compucards for 
the  “growing 
population of 
computer user”, 
binary values (and 
+,-) gives 64 cards

Development of 
wearable computers

Running since 1962, the SAGE defense 
system closed down including this 
AN/FSQ-7 control room.

http://ed-thelen.org/comp-hist/TheCompMusRep/TCMR-
V04.html

Ted Nelson’s project 
Xanadu hypertext for 
“hyperintellectuals, that in a 
perfect world would be all of  
us. Intellectual boundaries are 
artifi cial”



1984              1985               1986

Sam Lucente. Diagram of Logic Chip and Corresponding Microchip. 1986. Compute
ated plot on paper, silica, 44 x 45 1/2” (111.8 x 115.5 cm). Manufacturer: IBM, East 
New York. Gift of the manufacturer
http://www.moma.org/collection/depts/arch_design/blowups/arch_design_025.html

Apple Macintosh 
“The computer for the rest of  
us”

HP Laserjet

Microsoft Windows 1.0

IBM Topview, multitasking 
windowing environment

DataGeneral fi rst laptop DG/
One

Satellite Wordperfect for PC

Commodore Amiga

Apple Macintosh Offi ce
Pagemaker

Microsoft Excel (for Mac)
Token-ring network

Toshiba T110 laptop

Prototype BookMac but not 
realised for some years

http://toastytech.com/guis/index.html

Keith Haring’s image exploits 
impending post human 
ambiguity, the brain is 
irrelevant and on screen for 
illustrative purposes only

Gibson’s Neuromancer (including 
term cyberspace) describes a 
technological invasion of body and 
mind, and man is shown in inferior 
light
“Cyberspace.  A consensual 
hallucination experienced daily by 
billions of  legitimate operators, 
in every nation, by children being 
taught mathematical concepts… 
A graphic representation of  data 
abstracted from the banks of  every 
computer in the human system.  
Unthinkable complexity.  Lines of  
light ranged in the nonspace of  the 
mind, clusters and constellations of  
data.  Like city lights, receding …” 

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/ads/apple-mac/
page_02.htm

lovejoy, M. (1997) Post modern currents: Art and 
Artists in the age of electronic media (2nd Ed) NJ, 
Prentice Hall

http://www.simulogics.com/nostalgia/DG/dg_one.htm

http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part3a.htm

Konrad Zuse 
“rebuilds the 
Z1 which was 
unfortunately 
destroyed in the 
Second World War. 
Thus, the saying 
“War is the father 
of  everything,” 
is not true in 
the case of  the 
invention of  the 
computer”.

http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/abouthp/histn-
facts/timeline/hist_80s.html http://www.kelleyad.com/Histry3.htm

Compaq’s 386 PC

XTree fi le maintenance

Domain Name Servers

Judith Wolfe, in Georg, P. (1985) Computng for 
Beginners, Sqaure One, Dunedin.68pp

          111985
Sharon Gallagher’s 
pop-up book Inside the 
Personal Computer
Now that we’ve met, 
I’m ready to work --and 
play-- with you. See you 
soon! 



    1987                        1988
The story of  
the rise of  
machine and 
the decline 
of  man, 
which 
paradoxically 
coincided 
with    his 

“Information wants to be free, Information also 
wants to be expensive.  Information wants to be free 
because it has become so cheap to distribute, copy 
and recombine - too cheap to meter.   It wants to be 
expensive because it can be immeasurably valuable 
to the recipient.  That tension will not go away...each 
round of  new devices makes the tension worse, not 
better”

Brand, S. (1987). The media lab: inventing the future. NY, Viking 
Penguin

Windows 2.03 has overlapping 
windows (like Apple - who sue 
but lose in 94)

NeXT released

Internet WormIBM OS/2 operating system

HypercardLotus 123 spreadsheetMicrosoft Excel for PC, fi rst 
real application for windows

Microsoft SQL server

Apple II GS (Graphics and 
sound)

Ficus, in refering to the 
fi g, a symbol of morality 
and ethical behaviour, 
is Roussi giving credit 
to Hewlett Packard or 
placing a challenge?

Popper, F. (1993). Art of the Electronic Age. NY, Harry N. 
Adams.p 117

Norman White’s 
Helpless Robot 
is essentially 
passive, 
depending on 
external forces 
for its motion 
and relies 
on enlisting 
the muscles 
of human 
beings, using 
its one critical 
mode of output : its electronic 
voice. It initially enlists human 
cooperation with a polite 
stock phrase, and then asks 
to be rotated. As it senses 
cooperation, it tends to become 
ever more demanding, becoming, 
in the end, if its human 
collaborators let it, dictatorial. 
Left alone, it mumbles about its 
loneliness and the unreliability of 
human beings.

http://www.canadacouncil.ca/archival/robot.htm

Internet backbone funded

http://www.xtreefanpage.org/lowres/x30vers.htm#Nonfi leman

Kay’s Vivarium programme 
fl ooded a school with 
Macintoshes to ask “What is 
needed to get entire schools and 
school systems to use personal 
computers as casually and 
deeply as paper, pencils, crayons 
and books?”

http://www.artmuseum.net/w2vr/archives/Kay/10_Vivarium.html#

http://www.let.leidenuniv.nl/history/ivh/chap2.htm

er-gener-
Fishkill, 

Bond G.W. (2005) Software as Art, Comm ACM 48(8)118-124 and 
http://www.ioccc.org/

main() { printf(&unix[“\021%six\012\0”],(unix)[“have”]+”fun”-0x60);}
Dave Korn wins “Best one liner” in “International Obfuscated C 
Code Contest”.  “these programs...are not appreciated in terms 
of  their utility, since they rarely serve a utilarian purpose.  This 
ggoes against the grain of  the traditional concept of  software, 
and therein lie the art.   While lacking utility, these programs are 
technical masterpieces that can only truly be appreciated by 
those close to the fi eld”     Bond (2005)

http://toastytech.com/guis/guitimeline2.html

The standard relational data 
query language SQL published 
by ANSI

SELECT books.title, count(*) AS Authors
   FROM books
   JOIN book_authors 
     ON books.book_number = book_authors.book_number
   GROUP BY books.title

“The Press” 
Atlantic City 
reports boots 
concealing 
tiny computers 
giving players 

http://www.nowscape.com/blk/boot.htm

Risc 88000 microprocessor 
design produced by Motorola

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorola_88000
Cayford, J(1987) Computer Media. Comedia,

discovery of  the wheel... 
And a warning that his brief  
dominance of  this planet will 
probably end, because man 
tried to create robot in his own 
image.
Alan Parsons Project Album “Computers at work” and “Keyboard work 

likely to lead to Repetitive Strain Injury”

an edge in blackjack: 
so accurate that they 
successfully tell gamblers 
to make what otherwise 
would appear to be 
irrational decisions



1989              1990                     1991

Patterson, N. (1990). Bicycle TV. Toronto.Http://nancy.thecentre.centennialcollege.
ca/mediaworks/bicycle/
Penny, S. (1995). Consumer culture and the technological imperative: the artist in 
dataspace. Critical issues in electronic media. S. Penny. New York, SUNY Press: 
47-73.

“The release of  a consumer commodity (three years later) 
conceptually identical to Paterson’s artwork places the esthetic 
work of  the piece in jeopardy” ... “the notion of  intellectual 
property residing permanently in the original is tenuous” (Penny 
1995)

Data Discman, a portable 
electronic book player
  

CD, a digital optic storage medium 
developed jointly by Philips and 
Sony

Xerox sues Apple for stealing 
its graphical user interface

Intel i486

Windows 3.0 has program manager 
shell and fi le manager

Dragon Dictate

Tim Berners-Lee invents an
“internet-based hypermedia 
initiative for global information 
sharing”
 - Mesh, later the web, and 
makes the fi rst  browser

“I think we’re facing an 
information overload, we’re 
putting information out of  
systems without looking 
carefully at how it is going to 
be used.  Planes started fl ying 
in 1903 and by 1943 we had a 
DC2.  The computer fi rst ran in 
1943.  We’re at the DC2 stage.  
We’re only at the beginning, 
we haven’t half  gotten started 
yet”                               Hopper

Hopper, G. (1989) What lies ahead? Byte 1989:1 
343-347

Lotus Notes

http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/

Apple Portable

http://www.epemag.com/zuse/part3b.htm

Konrad Zuse rebuilt Z3 
“a tremendous achievement, which allowed my father to 
show the world the fi rst freely programmable computer 
based on binary fl oating point numbers and a binary 
switching system”

V0.01 of Linux-Kernel released by 
Linus Torvald, a student in Finland 
with a post to comp.os.minix 
newsgroup with the words: 
Hello everybody out there using minix 
-
I’m doing a (free) operating system (just 
a hobby, won’t be big and professional 
like gnu) for 386(486) AT clones.

Patterson, 
Bicycle TV

Maeda, Human Computer 
set out to reveal the 
traditionally invisible 

Maeda, J. (2000). Maeda@Media. London, Thames 
and Hudson.465 

Gibson and 
Sterling’s “The 
Difference Engine”  
explores an 
alternate world 
where Babbage 
completed his 
computer resulting 
in an automated 
English Empire 

After 6 years work Swade 
of Science Museum 
completes project to 
complete Difference 
Engine to original 
designs using Victorian 
engineering methods

spirit of  the computer in its true form as a 
living machine



    1992                      1993

Penny, S. (1995). Critical issues in electronic media. New York, 
SUNY Press.298

Desert Storm - “Was a 
cultural/technological 
threshold, throwing into 
high relief  many of  the 
aspects of  this new 
electronic terrain. At this 
moment art, dataspace, 
mass media, and politics 
are sandwiched together 
into a new complex: its 
site is neither the Middle 
East, the living rooms 
of  America, nor deep in 
electronic space, but a 
combination of  the three”

“Movies, shopping, libraries, email, education will sooner 
rather than later fi nd their digital way down the wires.  We 
don’t have to choose this, it will happen”  Kapor, M. (1993) Where 
is the digital highway really heading?
“The Digital Revolution is whipping through our 
lives like a Bengali typhoon.”   Louis Rossetto 

Wolf, G. (2003) The way we were   Wired 03/04:125-136

David D’Heilly (1993) Barcode Battler,  Mediamatic  
http://www.mediamatic.net/cwolk/view/3330

Tomy’s Barcode Battler with built-in scanner, 
barcodes from products are scanned by the player to 
search for key codes to play the game.
“re-configures a new landscape according to the 
product’s barcode strength, and its advertised/packaged 
image”

1991 Sept; 265(3):106-113

Information infrastructure 
(infostructure) 

Handheld computers: Personal 
Data Assistants marketed

Internet browser Mosaic 
developed by Marc 
Andreessen and Eric Brina

Intel releases Pentium chip

Usenet data fl ows

Brian Reid Netmap http://www.reid.org

Virtual reality for data visualisation

Bryson, S. (1993) The Virtual Wind Tunnel. 
SIGGRAPH’93 Course, No. 43, pp. 2.1-2.10   in 
Mazuryk, T. and Gervautz, M. (1999) Virtual Reality: 
History, Applications, Technology and Future at 
http://www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/

Caudell and Mizell’s augmented 
reality, for wiring harness

T. P. Caudell, D. V. Mizell (1992) Augmented 
Reality: An Application of Heads-Up Display 
Technology to Manual Manufacturing Technology. 
Proceedings of Hawaii International Conference 
on System Sciences, pp. 659-669 

Teleoperating recognises role of 
human operator

Bolas, M. and Fisher, S. (1993) Head-Coupled 
Remote Stereoscopic Camera System for Tel-
epresence Applications. SIGGRAPH’93 Course, 
No. 23, pp. 12.1-12.11 

Biomuse 
“biocontroller” 
that acquires 
and analyzes 
any type 
of human 
bioelectric 
signal

http://www.biocontrol.com/biomuse.htm

Venolia’s scroll mouse

http://www.almaden.ibm.com/u/zhai/papers/siggraph/fi nal.html

“Neuro Hologram” 
interactive installation 
“An ar t ist ic  metaphor 
of  neuro physician Karl 
Pr ibram’s thesis  “The 
Brain as Hologram” or the 
holographic memory model 
for optical computer which 
has a big expectation for the 
future practical use”

http://www.hololab.com/home+.html

Nintendo Gameboy

IBM’s OS2OS/2 Version 
2.0, a true 32-bit OS and 
“Workplace Shell”, an object 
oriented user interface that 
is integrated with the rest of 
the operating system. 

Windows NT 32-bit operating 
system (starts with version 3)

HP Colour DeskJet

“Information superhighway” 
project came into being. 
This was the name given to 
popularise Al Gore’s High 
Performance Computing 
Act which provided funds 
for further research into 
computing and improving the 
infrastructure of the Internet’s 
structure. 

Windows 3.1 
multimedia 
(sound and 
screen savers)



Bury, S. (1995). Interface, Bantam Books.640p

1994         1995            1996    
“The car user interface (has) reached a level 
of  maturity at which it ceased to change, a 
level software has not yet approached. Cultural 
inertia ...doesn’t mean it is perfect...had become 
integrated into the cultural fabric...“when MTV 
has songs about fi le transfer protocols and hard 
disk optimisation, we’ll know we’ve reached a 
threshold...It’s happening: computer culture is 
ossifying” (Penny 1995)

Rath, A. (1995). Into the Techno Conundrum, Catalog essay by Roth, D.M., University of California.http://www.art.uh.edu/dif/rathstatebio.html

“The reason (our information 
environment) has no soul is not 
because of  what it’s made of, 
but because of  how it’s made...
the people building it are so far 
removed or have zero interest or 
zero knowledge of  what they’re 
doing” Alan Rath

William Cozzano, presidential candidate, has 
suffered a stroke and a chip is implanted in 
his head.   A hundred volunteers are equipped 
with sensors  allowing him to monitor in 
real time what the American people want 
(and, unfortunately, bad guys control of the 
president). 

Harris, S. (1996) Einstein Atomised: More Science Cartoons, 
Copernicus NY  

Intel ships 2 million fl awed 
Pentium chips

Netscape founded (in part by 
Andreessen) to commercialise 
Mosiac.

Microsoft Windows 95 
and Offi ce 95.  Windows 
Explorer and Internet 
Explorer

Amazon.com founded by Jeffrey Bezos

Geographic visualisation of real time 
data, traffi c on NCSA website

Lamm, S.E., Reed, D.A., Scullin, W.H. (1996) 
Real time geographic visualisation of world 
wide web traffi c, Proc W3 Conference, May 
Paris http://www5conf.inria.fr/fi ch_html/papers/
p49/overview.html

Hyperbolic browser developed at PARC

http://www.inxight.com 

http://ai2.bpa.arizona.edu/ent/

Developers attempt to present 
views of information space to 
improve interaction
ET Map using neural network 
from H Chen (Arizona)

http://mappa.mundi.net/maps/maps_009/

3D Information landscapes

State, A. et al (1995)  Interactive Volume 
Visualization on a Heterogeneous 
Message-Passing Multicomputer. ACM 
Symposium on Interactive 3D Graph-
ics’95, pp. 69-74

Augmented 
reality surgery

Dataglove and Cybergrasp
“a method in which a robot can 
learn new assembly tasks by 
monitoring the performance 
of  a human operator wearing 
a DataGlove” C.P. Tung, A.C. 
Kak , (1995) 

Cybertouch

http://www.immersion.
com/products/3d/interac-
tion/cybergrasp.shtml

http://www.informatik.umu.se/~jwworth/med-
page.html

Johnny Mnemonic sacrifi ces 
a “chunk of  long term 
memory” (his childhood) in 
order to “jack in” and receive 
160 gigs for the underworld, 
who are soon after his head.

Nam June Paik’s Internet 
Dweller: skaz.nine.msw, 
a mask of old technology 
suggests a unifi cation of 
cultures.

Arnold’s computer 
grotesques on National 
Cathedral Washington
“modern monsters. . .a 
cathedral is ready for any 
millennium” 

http://www.stonecarver.com/

Stelarc’s Pingbody, human 
robot with electrical nerve 
stimulation controlled by 
web visitors 

http://www.stelarc.va.com.au/pingbody/index.html

Monastery of Christ in the 
Desert promotes Computer 
Supported Spiritual 
Development
“the network is the church” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NextScribe

A working group develops 
specifi cation for a generalised 
markup language. James Clark 
coins XML.



    1997              1998

USA ENIAC’s 50th anniversary 
year. Design by Skolos and 
Weddell.
“the computer as an extension 
of  the brain’s ability” 

Weiss, E. A. (1997). “Computer Technology Com-
memorative Postage Stamp.” IEEE Annals of the 
History of Computing 19(2): 77-78.

Michael Rees with 
Chris Burnett  
Scuptural User 
Interface
“An abstract machine 
for the production of  
virtual bodies, which 
I understand in a 

“Some people wonder whether what I do 
is inspired by a computer and whether 
or not that kind of imaging is a part of 
what makes this work contemporary. 
I absolutely hate technology, and I’m 
computer illiterate, and I never use any 
labor-saving devices although I’m not 
convinced that a computer is a labor-
saving device.”

Chuck Close (1998) http://www.moma.org/exhibitions/1998/
close/index.html

Apple iMacs and iBooksDVD players

Maeda, J. (1997) The Computer Museum 1997 Annual Report, 
http://www.maedastudio.com/compmu/index.html

Thinkmap illustrates relationships 
by using kinetic representations of 
information and dynamic displays.

http://www.plumbdesign.com/selected_work/visual_thesaurus

National Geographic (1997) Robots, July 1997: 76-

Internet traffi c 
fl ows

http://www.bell-labs.com/user/eick/networkvis.html

WebPath browsing history

special sense as cartoon bodies. In view 
of  modernism, cartoon bodies derive from 
the mechanization of  fantasy — a product 
of  the assembly line production of  moving 
images, make believe characters and 
capitalist whimsy”. 

Dynamic web and star maps for fi le and 
website management

Chuck Moore’s ColorForth (dialect 
of Forth) uses color to replace 
punctuation

Http://www.colorforth.com

Newsmaps content topography

http://mappa.mundi.net/maps/maps_015/#

Based on Turgot map of Paris from the 
1730s, David Duran and Paul Kahn, Z-
factor site maps:
“This use of  depth without vanishing point 
is the key. It is the point that is missed 
by many applications of  3D graphics for 
navigation. The distortions of  vanishing 
point perspective are often counter to the 
principles of  information design.”

http://mappa.mundi.net/maps/maps_006/

Balakrishnan’s 
rocking mouse

http://www.acm.org/sigchi/chi97/proceedings/paper/rb1.htm

David Eggleton’s Satanic 
Viruses “a pixel in Big Brother’s 
eye..these days I’m a heartbeat 
away from being hypertext”

http://www.michaelrees.com/pdf/BURNETT.pdf

Eggleton, D. (1995) Empty Orchestra, Auckland University Press

Simran Singh Gleason Dawn of  the Electronic Age 
Poet separates then reconciles technological and 
natural worlds.
“For every keystroke I 
hammer onto my keyboard
causing a letter of  harsh light
to appear before my eyes,     
         I place one soft footstep
           onto the forest fl oor,
           fading as I walk on
           to the next.

For in Technology        And in Rhythm,

http://www.art.net/studios/visual/simran/poems/electronic_age_poet.html

1998

Microsoft Optical 
Intellimouse

http://freepapertoys.com/pt-computer.html

there is Spirit   
                                   Soul.”

Angel Munoz forms Cyberathlete 
Professional League.

Http://www.thecpl.com

http://www.artthrob.co.za/99apr/news.htm

Griffi th’s Osaka

Bernhard Korte establishes the Arthmeum, a seamless 
collection of calculating machines and the mathematics 
of art. The dimensions that play a role here are way 
beyond human comprehension

http://www.arithmeum.de/

Don Tapscott Growing 
up digital: The rise of  
the Net Generation



Yoshiyuki Sankai’s Hybrid 
Assistive Limb 

1999              2000               2001

In Harry Potter’s magical world there 
is no need for computers. Arthur 
Weasley:
Never trust anything that can think for 
itself, if  you can’t see where it keeps 
it’s brain.

Next Cybersex 
I want ya P.C
Sit on my laptop
Push all my buttons
Baby, please don’t stop
Download all over me
Let me into your internet
Dial me up it’s time for
Cybersex

311 Evolution 
My computer is future shockin’ 
Download this and you’ll start talkin’... 
Figure out ways to master silicon
Fiber optic connectors, Whatever’s beyond
So many people don’t even attempt to 
understand
The limitless possibilities of  man 

Bad religion 
I love my computer
My computer 
I love my computer 
You make me feel 

Rowling, J.K. (2000) Harry Potter and the Chamber of secrets p329

Thanks to the Internet and 
television, anyone can buy 
anything from anywhere. But 
what does this revolution in 
consumption mean for our 
local workspaces? 

Bennet Simpson  Workspaces http://www.moma.org/exhibi-
tions/2001/workspheres/index.html

Vizible WorldViewer 
distributes windows across 
the exterior and interior 
surfaces of spheres, providing 
the means to visualize and 
navigate large numbers of 
web pages and data sources 
simultaneously

http://www.vizible.com

“The process of  programming is to unerringly 
describe the structure of  a machine asa 
sequence of  textual codes, which when 
brought to life in the mind of  a computer 
performs a specifi c processing task.  A major 
flaw in programming methods is the vast 
chasm that separates the program’s cryptic 
codes and its graphic output.  There is no 
greater need for visual design than rethinking 
and redesigning programming itself” 

Maeda, J. (2000). Maeda@Media. London, 
Thames and Hudson.465 p406, Inspired 
by A. Michael Noll’s adaptation of Bridget 
Riley and interpreted in Postscript 

Tracking user interaction 
with websites becomes 
increasingly important, 

http://64.220.250.154/peacockmaps/index.html

Jay Brockman & Vincent Freeh 
describe Parasitic computing 
whereby communication 
protocols are used to trick remote 
computers into unwittingly 
perform computation.

http://www.lge.com

alright
...
All I need to do is click on you / and 
we’ll be joined
in the most soul-less way

http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?fi le=/
nature/journal/v406/n6794/abs/406378a0_fs.html)

Peacock map of whole internet

http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/~sack/

Sack’s Conversation Map, a 
browser to represent linguistic 
and social networks of news 
groups.

http://www.itl.nist.govt/iaui/vvrg/cugini/webmet/viv-

Intelligent kitchen appliances 
marketed.

http://www.nd.edu/~parasite/

Warriors of  the Net, 
13 minute movie 
describing workings 
of internet in 
‘steampunk’ style

http://mappa.mundi.net/maps/maps_024/

Tangible interfaces: Monkey2 as a 
running man.

http://www.didi.com/www/areas/products/monkey2/

Hager and Toyama’s surfball 
gives 6 degrees of freedom

http://www.cs.yale.edu/homes/toyama/surfball/surf-
ball.htm
Lisetti, C.L. and Schiano, D.J. (2000) Automatic Facial 
Expression Interpretation:  where Human-Computer 
Interaction, Artifi cial Intelligence and Cognitive Science 
Intersect Pragmatics and Cognition (Special Issue on 

Honda’s ASIMO overcomes mundane 
challenges (like walking) to perform 
chores such as lifting and carrying and 
may someday do dangerous jobs like 
fi ghting fi res.

Facial expression and gesture 
interfaces

http://asimo.honda.com/

Apple’s OS X Unix based with 
Mac GUI

Napster music sharing 
threatens music industry

In Rusnak’s 13th Floor the 
hero discovers the limits of a 
virtual world and then fi nds his 
own life is the virtual reality of 
someone else

In Bruno’s Virus, 
mankind is the 
virus to a computer 
dwelling alien

Tomoko Takahashi’s Line-out 
antishow room, an indictment 
against waste of technology

Y2K threatened computer 
systems as early decimal 
programming languages (COBOL, 
FORTRAN) could not cope with 
the 98, 99, ?? sequence of dates.

http://www.sensatex.com/

Sensatex 
“shirt that 
thinks”

http://www.michaelrees.com/pdf/BURNETT.pdf

Florida Judge 
Rosenberg stares at 
a dimpled punchcard 
as US election 
comes down to 
hanging chads and 
pregnant chads.

Tim Berners Lee 
describes Semantic Web 
with ‘intelligent agents’. 

http://www.ric.org/aboutus/mediacenter/press/2007/07302007.aspxhttp://tangible.media.mit.edu/papers/Luminous_Room_SG99.php

tools such as 
VISVIP develop to 
track patterns of 
movement.

Luminous room, MIT



Vander Wal coins 
folksonomy to 
describe user 
generated 
taxonomies 
generated 
by tagging 
systems created 
within Internet 
communities

    2002        2003

Vengaboys  
Cheekah Bow Bow
I saw you in the disco
Last night in San Francisco
The way you used your joystick
It really makes my mouse click

Come sit down on my laptop
Lets do a little hiphop
Let’s go into a chatroom
And do a little boom boom...

O’Mahony, M. (2002) Cyborg: The man-machine Thames and 
Hudson 112p

Fossil PDA watch

http://www.fossil.com/tech/techpdapalminfo.asp?Tier1=Techhttp://site.tekotago.ac.nz/staff/lgodman/Blue/Blue8.htm

National Geographic covers 
Silicon Valley

In a complex interaction 
of computer, hanging 
Bromeliads, photographic 
paper and projected light, 
Lloyd Godman explores 
the relationships between 
photosynthesis and 
the computer as a new 
galaxy of light.

National Geographic (2001) Silicon Valley, Dec 2001:52-83

Brown University monkey thoughts control 
computer
The machine the scientists used was akin to a 
computer game, in which the monkeys chased 
a red dot around a screen with a purple one.  
At fi rst, the monkeys used a joystick to move 
the dots around. But after a while the joystick 
was disconnected, and the animals - who had 
not realised this - continued moving the dots 
around by thought alone. 
“Our goal is to use brain plans... as a control 
signal for someone who is paralysed” 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/1871803.stm, 
Nature 416, 141 - 142 (2002) 

Volumetric displays 
“virtual prototyping 
station”

http://www.eetimes.com/story/OEG20011127S0057
http://www.actuality-systems.com/

Honda’s intelligent humanoid robot ASIMO capable 
of interpreting the postures and gestures of humans 
and moving independently in response. ASIMO can 
now iteract with humans, recognize their faces and 
address them by name and, utilizing networks such 
as the Internet, ASIMO can provide information while 
executing tasks such as reception duties. 

http://world.honda.com/news/2002/c021205.html

Windows XP 

New York Times 
describes 
mainstream PC 
mods

http://www.jimvictor.com/AssetsFood/foodsculpture.html Future 
Farmers of America 75th Anniversary Butter Sculpture
Eastern States Exposition, the “Big E”, W. Springfi eld, MA,

Jim Victor’s butter sculpture 
for anniversary of Future 
Farmers

Sidrid Kowalewski’s 
computer components

http://www.sidko.de/1-neue%20Abb/Screenfun/Poster.Technik.web.jpg

Spielberg’s Minority 
Report, advised by 
John Underkoffl er 
from MIT’s media 
lab.

Hammersley’s Warchalking 
in the wild, Kensington June 
2002

Jones develops 
symbols for 
Warchalking, 
communal 
notifi cation of WiFi 
nodes.

http://www.warchalking.org.uk/

Boutlin and 
Hailpern 
trace roots of 
programming 
languages.

http://www.digibarn.com/collections/posters/tongues/

Rosendale’s Second Life 
enables users to interact with 
each other through motional 
avatars, providing an advanced 
level of a social network 
service combined with general 
aspects of a metaverse.

As part of Project Cyborg, 
Warwick inserts a 100 
sensor electrode array 
into his arm.  He is able to 
control a robot arm via the 
neural interface.

http://www.kevinwarwick.com/Cyborg2.htm

Tim O’Reilly coins Web 
2.0 to describe shift 
in focus from static 
information to serving 
web applications to 
end-users.

Jesse Sullivan receives 
bionic arm



http://users.skynet.be/J.Beever/portable.htm

Julian Beever’s anamorphic illusion 
Portable Computer Strand London

http://cardhouse.com/a/candy/lacubana/cubanacom.jpg

CSIRAC displayed in Melbourne 
Museum, the only intact fi rst-generation 
computer

http://www.museum.vic.gov.au/CSIRAC/
http://acarol.woz.org

Marco Venezia’s 
“Encycolomedia”

Ludicorp develops Flickr, a 
photo sharing website with 
community tools that allow 
photos to be tagged and 
browsed by folksonomic 
means.

2004              2005             2006

http://artnetweb.com/resource/resource.html

http://www.mini-itx.com/

“Stanley” an autonomous 
vehilce from Stanford University 
wins the DARPA Grand 
Challenge, covering 132 miles 
of “tough desert terrain” in just 
under seven hours.

Negroponte’s $100 laptop
WN: Is the goal literally to 
make computers available to 
every child that wants one in 
the world?

Negroponte: It’s every child in 
the world whether they want 
one or not. They may not know 
they want one. 

http://laptop.media.mit.edu/laptop-images.html

Stockly develops a 
reproduction Altair 8800 
I imagine there will be people 
out there who could never 
afford the kit in 1975 who 
will now be able to have their 
dreams come true!

Marianne Weems stages “Super 
Vision” explores effect of the cloud 
of data that surrounds each of us.

Carol reproduces 
operational Difference 
Engine in lego

Walker recreates Digi-Comp 
like almost no other toy we know, it 
also literally puts you in touch with 
a  way of  thinking

http://www.mindsontoys.com/kits.htm

João Sabino’s Black 
keyboard bag

http://joaosabino.blogspot.com/

sion morphic illushi ill
onStrand Londo

    

one or not. They mo
they want one.t

ão Sabino’s Black Joã

http://www.darpa.mil/grandchallenge/

Washington Pavillion’s Visual Arts Center invites 
artists to do whatever they wished with “punch 
cards in direct contradiction to the dire admonition 
famously printed on many computer punch cards 
---“Do not fold, bend, spindle or mutilate.”

http://www.altairkit.com/index.html

Gary Setzer Keypunch Operator (Field 
Interpreter)

Glenn Dunlap More Than Bits and 
Bytes

Clayton Merrell Logical Structure Jesse Drew Human Punchcard

Cynthia Colbert The Process of Research Lorca Nordbye Binary Code

http://www.washingtonpavilion.org/VisualArtsCenter/Collections/punchcard.cfm

In response to a 
deluge of 419 scams, 
“419 eating” develops. 
In an artwork 
scambait the con is reversed 
resulting in the production of 
replica wooden computers

http://www.419eater.com/html/john_boko.htm

YouTube lets users upload, view, 
share and rate video clips.

Counterfactual quantum computation through quantum 
interrogation ...
Using an optical-based quantum computer, a research team led 
by physicist Paul Kwiat has presented the fi rst demonstration of  
“counterfactual computation,” inferring information about an answer, 
even though the computer did not run. 

Sometimes called interaction-free measurement, quantum 
interrogation is a technique that makes use of  wave-particle duality 
(in this case, of  photons) to search a region of  space without actually 
entering that region of  space.
Utilizing two coupled optical interferometers, nested within a third, 
Kwiat’s team succeeded in counterfactually searching a four-element 
database using Grover’s quantum search algorithm. “By placing our 
photon in a quantum superposition of  running and not running the 
search algorithm, we obtained information about the answer even 

http://www.physorg.com/news11087.html

Jeff Han demonstrates Microsoft’s Surface 
Computer

when the photon did not run the search 
algorithm,” said graduate student Onur 
Hosten, lead author of  the Nature paper. “We 
also showed theoretically how to obtain the 
answer without ever running the algorithm, 
by using a ‘chained Zeno’ effect.”



     2007               2008

Any suggestions greatly appreciated: 
smann@tekotago.ac.nz

Ashley Bowen The First Computer

Computerworld releases lost Eckert interview 
We had a tube fail about every two days and we could locate 
the problem within 15 minutes. We invented a scheme 
to build the computer on removable chassis -- plug-in 
components -- so when tubes failed we could swap them 
out in seconds. We carried out a very radical idea in a very 
conservative fashion. 
We knew mice would eat the insulation off  the wires, so 
we got samples of  all the wires that were available and 
put them in a cage with a bunch of  mice to see which 
insulation they did not like. We only used wire that passed 
the mouse test.
I am happiest when I am working on the edge of  something 
-- where there are not many people who have done it. 
When nobody has done it, it is pretty tough. That gets me 
excited. 
Mauchley thought the world would need maybe six 
computers. No one had any idea the transistor and chip 
technologies would come along so quickly. It is shocking 
to have your life work reduced to a tenth of  a square inch 
of  silicon.

www.computerworld.com/printthis/2006/0,4814,108568,00.html

NextScribe’s Industrial Theology
Work and prayer made inseparable

bind the day to God and neighbor, creatively;
a timeless monastic practice proven for 1,500 years

newly invigorated by wireless networking
which individual employees may choose, quietly

to help them integrate
beauty and wisdom in their work

by uniting their desire
to God as Creator.

http://www.industrialtheology.org/
Linda Neely From Card to Code

Innsbruck University quantum computer 
teleportation experiments

http://heart-c704.uibk.ac.at/recent/teleportation/
http://threeminds.organic.com/2006/01/_the_new_york_t.html

Blevis describes the ipod as a deliberately 
unsustainable act and proposes 5 principles for 
sustainable interaction design (i) linking invention 
and disposal (ii) promoting renewal and reuse (iii) 
promoting quality and equality (iv) decoupling 
ownership and identity and (v) using natural models 
and refl ection.

Blevis, E. and S. Blevis (2008). “SUSTAINABLY OURS 
Images of sustainable interactions: seeing with the lens 
of sustainability.” interactions 15(3): 27-29.

Oblong (including John 
Underkoffl er) release g-speak: 
a functional spatial operating 
environment with gestural i/o, 
recombinant networking, and 
real-world pixels the fi rst major 
step in computer interface since 
1984

http://oblong.com/

P. Mistry, P. Maes, L. Chang. WUW - Wear Ur World - A 
Wearable Gestural Interface. In the CHI ‘09 extended 
abstracts on Human factors in computing systems. 
Boston, USA. 2009

Pranav Mistry demonstrates 
SicthSense, a wearable 
gestural interface that 
augments the physical 
world around us with digital 
information and lets us use 
natural hand gestures to 
interact with that information.


